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ABSTRACT

Grounded in the dialogic relation between self and other, Bakhtin,s social

theory of utterance has played a central role in the social epistemic movement in

language and literary scholarship. In a similar fashion, theories of reader response

have prompted an understanding of the active role of the reader in constructing

meaning from texts. The purpose of this theoretical investigation is 1) to examine the

extent to which theories of reader-response, particularly Iser,s (197g)

phenomenological approach, Rosenblatt's (197g) ,,lived through experience,,, and

Fish's (1980) "interpretive communities" account for the dialogic collaboration

among author, reader, and text in the production of meaning and 2) to suggest a

possible set of dialogic principles to guide literary instruction in the language arts

classroom. In addition, this thesis explores the inter¡elated concerns that constitute

Bakhtinian dialogism and the possibilities for a constructive integration of

vygotsky's (1978) zone of proximar development and Bakhtin's speech genres.

A detailed analysis of the dialogism in reader response leads me to conclude

that reader-response theories do not sufficiently account for the collaborative and

intersubjective exchange among interlocutors. Surprisingly, despite the professed

emphasis on the role of the reader, Iser's phenomenological approach and

Rosenblatt's "lived through experience," ontologically privilege the text. Bakhtin,s

social theory of utterance is shown to extend the actualizing goals of the reader in

transaction with the text to incorporate the social and ethical functions of reading.
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Dialogic Spaces

Chapter 1

Introduction

"In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word

was God" (John l:1). yet once uttered in the world, the wordbecomes the word,

something that is both given and created (Bakhtin, 1986). According to Bakhtin

(1981), "each word tastes of the context or contexts in which it has lived its socially

intense life" (p.293). Embedded in earlier contexts of usage, ,,everyutterance,

cover-tly or overtly, is an act of indirect discourse', (Emerson, 19g6, p. 24, emphasis in

the original) and constitutes the primary building block of communication within the

dialogic framework. once in the dialogic sphere, the word becomes real and

material. For Bakhtin, the word is the deed, the call to action, but most of all, the

"word is a tool of pedagogy" (Emerson, 19g6, p. 33).

The Western emergence of Bakhtin's writings in the final decades of the 20th

century has contributed to the growing social epistemic movement in language and

literacy scholarship. Against a literary critical horizon divided by the abstract

objectivism of structuralism and the individual subjectivity of poststructuralism, the

utterance in Bakhtin's pragmatically-oriented theory of knowledge presents a dialogic

alternative in which meaning in language and existence is a tripartite construction

consisting of a subject, an addressee and the relation between the two (Bakhtin,

1986). In literary terms, the author, the text, and the reader are interlocutors

alternating between the role of the speaking subject and addressee within a dialogic

exchange.
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Defining Terms

Dialogism is the term applied to Bakhtin's social theory of utterance. As

Holquist (1990) asserts, diarogism is not a sysremaric philosophy. In fact, it is

unlikely that any label applied to Bakhtin's epistemology would sit well with the

Russian thinker since Bakhtin rejected the rigidity of theoretical schema and saw the

implied universal application of theories as a manifestation of ideological authority.

In dialogism, all linguistic understanding depends on otherness. According to

Bakhtin, language, like existence, is a shared event. Bakhtin's social theory of

utterance contends that consciousness arises in the dialogic utterance constructed

internally according to voices previously heard and in anticipation of a response. All

utterances are double-voiced in that words are inescapably populated with the

intentions of others. Grounded in the relation between self and other, the literary text

constitutes a field of "answerability" (Bakhtin, 1990, pp. l-2; Holquist, 1990, p. i5a)

in which reading and writing a¡e made meaningful through dialogic collaboration.

In dialogism, it is the relation between the speaking subject and the addressee

that constitutes the "thirdness" in the dialogic tripartite relationship, emphasizing the

importance of context in the construction of meaning and distinguishing dialogism

from any form of strucruralism. The following diagram (Figure 1) may help in

explaining the interlocutory collaboration within the literary context necessary to the

production of meaning.
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text

auth
reader

Figure /. Dialogìsm in the Literary context. The .,thirdness,,in
this tripartite unity isrhe relationbetween text and reader,
reader and author or author and text. Meaning is intersubjective
and therefore does not rest exclusively with the text, the áuthor,
or the subject but is located in the dialogic relation between
interlocutors.

Bakhtin similarly rejected poststructuralism as the equally exclusive

subjective alternative to st¡ucturalism's abstract objectivity. To Bakhtin, the idea of

investing absolute meaning in the reader can lead toward a nihilistic dead-end.

Bakhtin's (/Volosinov , lgTgllgl3)r contentio n in Marxism atzd. the philosophy of

Language that "consciousness itself can arise and become a living fact only in the

material embodiment of signs" (p. t 1) points to a subjective consciousness acquired

through language. Dialogism fully assumes that individual subjectivity fashioned

from speech is hardly free f¡om the social, political, and ideological constraints that

contributed to its constitution.

Icontroversy 
exists as to the authors hip of Marxism and. tlte Phitosophy of lnnguage. Throughout thisthesis, it will be referred to as the work of Bakhtin, although it will appear in the reference list underthe name of Volosinov according to is bibliographic reference.
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Transactional theories ofreader-response focus on describing the active role

of the reader in constructing meaning from texts. They differ significantly from

traditional transmission models of reading (Straw, 1990) whereby information is

shunted from the Sender (author) to an Addressee (reader) via the Message (text)

(Eco, 1979, p. 5). Theories of reader response contend that the text is an

abstraction-a material object consisting of ink marks on bound pages that will

remain self-identical until they are brought to life by a reader engaged in a number of

interrelated animating activities. As theories of reading comprehension and literary

theory moved from the basic communication model to incorporate more constructivist

views (Goodman, 1985; Harste, woodward, & Burke, l9gl;Rosenblatt ,l9lg;
Suleiman & Crosman, 1980; Tompkins, 1980), the central purposes of reading shifted

according to the ascending role of the reader. While there appears to be no single

reader-response theory, it is generally agreed upon by reader-response theorists that

the goals of reading are"intental to and. generated by thereader" (straw & Bogdan,

1990, emphasis in the original, p. 3). Actualizarion (Maslow ,1g54),the fulfillmenr

of a set of needs and desires becomes the primary purposes of reading.

Significance of the Study

While poststructuralism and theories of reader response have countered the

textual authority of structuralism by situating the reade¡ dialectically and

acknowledging the inherent subjectivity of a reader actively engaged in the

production of meaning, both have sought to discredit the author as a dialogic
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participant. Bakhtin's dialogism-his ideas on language and existence-offer an

alternative to the deconstructive thought advanced by such thinkers as Derrida and de

Man that usurps the tripartite nature of the reciprocal dialogues between author and

text, author and ¡eader, and reader and text. Those interested in composition theory

and investigations into writers' perceptions on audien ce (Bizzell, 19g6; cla¡k, rgg0,

LeFevre, 1987: Lodge, 1990) have already found a likely aìly in Bakhtin, whose ideas

have helped invite the author back into the conversation. It is my contention that

Bakhtinian dialogism holds the promise of reinstating the author and the text in

Iiterary transactional terms without compromising the active role of the individual

reader in constructing meaning.

While Bakhtin did not formulate a specific theory of reading, his writings on

novelistic discourse and self/other relations can inform our understanding of reader

response as a social phenomenon. This study is intended to provide a critique of

reader-response theories from a dialogic perspective. Borrowing from feminist

Iiterary scholar, Cameron's (1998) philosophical definition of the word .,critique,, 
(pp.

r-2),I conducted this investigation to examine the conditions on which reader-

response theories are formulated and to call into question the assumptions upon which

they are based. Rather than providing a criticism or negative evaluation of reader-

response theories, I hope to build upon the significant contribution made by reader-

reception theorists through this inquiry. I believe that an investigation that explicates

the dialogic possibilities in reader response contributes to our understanding of the
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social construction of knowledge by exposing the intimate connection between

language and existence in the diarogic spaces created through literary texts.

Purpose of the Study

This thesis is in no way intended to be a Bakhtin-versus-Derrida or anti-

structuralism-versus-poststructuralism debate. In fact, I believe the favorable

'Western 
reception to Bakhtin's social theory of utterance and to the 19gl publication

of Tlæ Dialogic Imagination, four of Bakhtin's essays translated by Holquist and

Emerson, can be attributed in part, to a literary terrain split wide open by

poststructuralism's "free play of signifiers." Moreover, as this study progresses, it

should become clear that Bakhtin's multi-voiced, multi-determinate utterance is a

cornerstone of poststructurali st thought.

I have identified four key purposes of this invesrigation-the first of which is

to describe the dialogic possibilities of acknowledging the collaborative exchange

among author, text, and reader in pursuit of a more comprehensive understanding of

the social construction of meaning within the literary context. This entails a

description of the complex nexus of social, political, and ideological forces that work

to disrupt or maintain the asymmetry of power between interlocutors. Second, I

propose to unite Bakhtin's (1981) and Vygotsky's (1978) conceptions of thought as

dialogue to charactenzethe authoritative voice in various discourse arrangements. A

synthesis of Bakhtin's speech genres and Vygotsky's zone of proximal development

(ZPD) Iater provides an analytical framework for situating various crjtical
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orientations on the continuum between monologism and dialogism. Third, I will

apply Bakhtin's dialogic principles to determine the extent to which the primacy of

the social, cultural, and historical context defines transactional theories ofreader

response, in particular, Rosenblatt's (197g) "lived through experience,', Iser,s (i9g0)

"virtual text" and Fish's (1980) "interpretive communities.,, And finally, I will

extend the analysis of Bakhtinian dialogism in reader response to articulate a possible

set of dialogic principles to guide literary exploration in the language arts classroom.

Scope of the Investigation

Dialogism inheres in all aspects of reading, encompassing the transmission

and appropriation of words that are themselves a matrix of polyphonic, polyvalent,

and multi-determinant utterances. In recognizing the multiple voices of the text,

readers entefiain the possibility of engaging in "a counter-discourse to the discourse

of the utterer" (Todorov, 1984, p. 22). Amajor tenet of dialogism is that the capacity

for consciousness is dialogic and that this dialogic consciousness is based on

otherness' Within the context of literary criticism, the author, the text, and the reader

exist only in relation to some perceived or perceiving other. In chapter 2, I will

define dialogism further and illuminate the critical aspects of Bakhtin,s social theory

of utterance that I feel are most gernane to analyzing the social construction in reader

response and that can serve to inform instructional practice in the language arts

classroom. rn Desire in Language, Kristeva (r9g0), a Burgarian-born psychoanaryst

and semiotician, whose thoughts on language as a function of bodily drives
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contributed significantly to the advance of French poststructuralism throughout the

1970's, exploits Bakhtinian dialogism to define intertextuality-or the suggestion that

the individual is constituted by a plurality of textual connections that may be

transposed into another textual system such as that of the novel or of a more

competent other. Her ideas further contribute to the image of a complex network of

dense textual surfaces continually at play in the act of reading to construct meaning.

To extend my understanding of Bakhtin's "openness of text," I found it insightful to

compare and contrast the distinction between monologic and dialogic texts detaiÌed in

Bakhtin's (1981) "Discourse in the Novel" with the "open" and .,closed" 
texts

described in Eco's The open work and,The Role of the Reader (19g9; rglg). Eco,s

thoughts on dialogue are further discussed as a point of comparison and to introduce

his position on the author's place in the rhetorical triangle that I intend to refute in

support of Bakhtin's theory.

Bakhtin's (/Volosinov,1929/I973) contention that a dialogic consciousness is

central to existence philosophically and historically links him to another formidable

Soviet schoìar, Lev Vygotsky, whose investigations into child development led him

to document the internalization of language. Like Bakhtin, Vygotsky claims that one

fashions a self out of words one has learned through the selective appropriation of the

voices of others (Emerson, 1986, p. 31). Emerson's (19g6) essay ,,The outer word

and Inner Speech: Bakhtin, Vygotsky, and the Internalization of Language" compares

the way both thinkers restructured Saussurian linguistics to postulate their theories of

language and existence. Vygotsky's assertion that "the true development of thinking
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is not from the individual to the socialized, but from the social to the individual,,

(1962,p'20) echoes Bakhtin's epistemology and continues to influence present day

educational theories of language acquisition and instructional practices related to the

teaching of language arts (Au, canoll & scheu, 1997; clay & cazden, 1990;Founras

& Pinnell, 2001: Goodman & Goodman, 1990;Hynds, 1997;Molr, 1990). In chapter

3, I will explore the claim that "Every function in ... cultural development appears

twice: first, on the social level, and later on the individual level,, (Vygotsky, L97g, p.

46) to unite Bakhtin's dialogic genres and Vygotsky's zone of proximal development

to describe the nature and quality of the tutoring relationship and extend this

characterization to opportunities for reader response.

In Chapter 4, I will apply Bakhtinian dialogism to dispel the notion of the

reader as an essentially passive player, whose main role is to decode the message in

the text as it was encoded by the author. I will demonstrate how dialogism supports

and extends the central purposes of transactional models of reading. By examining

the role of the reader in dialogue with the text in rser's, Rosenblatt,s and Fish,s

theories of reader response, I compare the extent to which each theory accounts for

reading as a social phenomenon and where each might fail to account adequateìy for

the multiple complexities of a dialogic collaboration among reader, text, and author.

In Chapter 5, I will advocate for dialogism in the curriculum as a means of

moving teachers and students beyond decoding and rote comprehension in their

investigations into literature. Using literature to tap into the dialogic imagination

through reader response has implications for the language aÍs curriculum. Many of
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these are documente d,in Beyorzd Communication: Reading Contprehensio, and

Criticism (1990) and Cottstructive Reading; Teaching Beyond. Communicatiotz

(1993), two voÌumes edited by Bogdan and straw. I also draw on my own personar

experience as both teacher and curiculum coordinator to illustrate the pedagogical

benefits of applying dialogic principles in the language arrs classroom to describe

ways in which students can respond to the literary text in actualizing and socially

crjtical ways.

A synthesis of the major ideas inherent in Bakhtinian dialogism and the

conclusions drawn from a comparison of the transactional theories presented

generates possibilities for a dialogic pedagogy, one which values the multiple voices

within each individual student and foste¡s opportunities for the creation of, and

exchange between, interpretive communities of learners. of particular note is the

potential of exploring Bakhtin's notion of the "surplus of seeing" within the intra- and

ext¡a-literary context to encourage students to adopt a critical orientation toward

reading.

Bakhtin's contribution to the Russian academic fierd of ,.culturorogy,,

(Emerson, 1996, p.1) and his finar writings ourrining his rhoughts on rhe

individualized and socially-integrated personality illumine the critical possibilities of

the negative hermeneutic (schweickart, l9g9; straw ,|99z;suleiman, l9g0) or

reading against the text, to support the argument for extending the goals of

transactional reading beyond actualizafion. The dialogic exchange among reader,

text, and author creates a forum for making the private, public. consistent with
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Bakhtin's (1981; 1986; 1990) notions of addressivity and answerability, reading

becomes a social act in which readers are held responsible for seeing that texts

function ethically (Clark, 1990).

To Bakhtin and Vygotsky, speech is a means of internally organizing external

stimuli. Bakhtin contends that literature, and in particular, the novel, displays the

highest degree of linguistic organization accounting for the semantic possibilities in

the simultaneity of time and space. But Bakhtin's musings on the novel are not

merely a metaphor for a dialogic mind as much as they are an argument in favor of

literature as a vehicle to traverse the distance between two levels of consciousness. In

the final chapter, I will argue that dialogism can enhance the social dimension of

reader response, as texts become zones of proximal development in which students

can author themselves and the world by both appropriating and interrogatin grhe gaze

of the other.

Limítatiotzs of the Study

Given the constraints of time and space, I have limited this investigation to

focusing primarily on reading and responding to literary texts. As I point out in

Chapters 4 and 5, the idea that reading is a dialogic and highly socialized acr also has

imponant implications for content area literacy. The nature and quality of the

dialogic context in which students acquire knowledge through informational texts in

various disciplines including social studies and science is certainly worthy of

investigation.

11
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Also, as many wiil note, among the many reader-response theories, I have

limited my analysis to three. In addition to considering the impact of these theories

on literary criticism, I chose theories that I felt were representative of diverse schools

of thought. Iser, along with Jauss, is credited with founding German reception-

aesthetics. Rosenblatt is clearly rooted in American pragmatism and Dewey,s

philosophy. And Fish, heralded as the rogue of literary theory, is the first to suggesr

"the reader's activity is...identical with the text" (Tompkins, 19g0, p. xvi, emphasis

in the original). More important, Fish's interpretive communities are most often

associated with a sociocultural perspective on textual interpretation and linked to

Bakhtin's social epistemology. Since this thesis seeks to address pedagogical issues

related to language arts, any analysis of reader response had to include the work of

Rosenblatt, who, of the three, is undoubtedly the most widely known among language

arts teachers in North America. Her work is referenced and appears in numerous

professional resource materials for teachers and notably, her contribution on literary

theory appears in the latest edition of the Handbook of Researclt on Teachi,g the

English Language Arrs (Flood, Lapp, squire, & Jensen, 2002). Given the wide range

of roles readers assume, an analysis of the dialogism in other reader-response theories

including those grounded in psychoanalysis, social critical perspectives, and

subjective criticism would be a logical extension of this investigation.

The analysis is limited in so far as this thesis is theoretically based. While ar

times it relies on various studies to substantiate or postulate claims, I have yet to

formally study the consequences of engaging students in what I conclude are more
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dialogic practices in response to literature. I do feel, however, that the ideas

formulated within this thesis and the works cited present sufficient cause to pursue

such investigations.
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Chapter 2

Dialogism as Epistemology

As an epistemology, Bakhtin's dialogism seeks to understand human behavior

metalinguistically, that is, by explaining the ways in which human beings make use of

Ianguage. In the introduction to The Dialogic Imagination; Four Essays by M. M.

Baklztin, Holquist (i981) establishes dialogue as rhe episremic principJe of Bakhtin,s

metalanguage. "Language, when it means, is somebody talking to somebody else,

even when that someone else is one's own inner addressee,' (p. xxi). But while

dialogism may appear ostensibly simple, unraveling the complex web of

interconnected concerns that constitute Bakhtin's theory of knowledge can be

daunting to even the most accomplished of scholars.

Part of the problem lies in the fact that much of Bakhtin's work from 1919

onward lay dormant under years of Soviet repression and surfaced ìn the 1960's when

a new breed of literary scholars in Moscow set out to get Bakhtin's long neglected

(and often forgotten) works published. To further complicate efforts to understand

the man behind the ideas, a number of Bakhtin's key works including Marxism and

the Philosoplry of Language (1929/Igl3) were published under the names of his

triends Volosinov, Medvedev, and Kanaev. In North America, Holquist and Clark,s

1984 biography, Mikhail Bakhtin. is undoubtedly responsible for-introducing the

Western mind to the consequences of a dialogic existence. In the past two decades,

Bakhtinian dialogism has been appropriated world-wide and implicated in countless
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disciplines including philosophy (Kristeva, 1980), cultural theory (Hirschkop, i9g9),

critical hermeneutics (Gardiner,1992), feminism (Bauer, 19gg), ethics (Morson,

1999), aesthetics (Mihailovic; 1997), religious orrhodoxy (Mihailovic , 1997;

Rzhevsky, 7994), postcolonialism (pechey,1997), and body matters (Jefferson,

1989)' However, the name Bakhtin is evoked perhaps most often in literary circles

engaged in explicating the complex network of centrifugal and centripetal forces that

collide in textual spaces. In appropriating the following aspects of dialogism in order

to conduct my investigation ìnto the primacy of context in selected theories of reader

response, I am mindful of what sedakova (rg9z) warns can be the tendency to

modify Bakhtin's ideas to "fit one and the same answers" (p. 86). I wish to reassure

the reader that I have made an honest effort to present the aspects of Bakhtinian

dialogism that I feel best inform our understanding of how readers interact with text.

The limitations of time and space prevent me from analyzingevery aspect of

Bakhtin's philosophy of Ianguage. To those readers who have identified important

aspects of dialogism that they feel I have omitted, or I may have applied

inappropriately, I ask that you consider that this investigation is first and foremosr, a

dialogue.

The Dialogíc Word

Bakhtin was perhaps the most important critic of Saussure's (1959) structural

linguistics. Both Saussure and Bakhtin began with the idea that words should be

studied from the point of view of those who actually use them. While Bakhtin sought
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to establish speech as belonging to both the individual and society, Saussure,s science

of language abandoned speech as being too idiosyncratic and unsystematic for study

and focused on the general rules that can be applied to all speakers of a particular

language. Saussure distinguished between langue (the objective structure of signs)

and parole (actual speech). He believed that the meaning of language was a function

of a sign system that consists of signifier and signified. Meaning, in his view, is

located in the relationships between, and differences from, other signifiers and

signifieds. In Bakhtin's view, Saussure's binary opposites (signifier/signified) failed

to recognize the dialogic relation between the self/other aspects of language.

Bakhtin's approached the study of Ianguage by examining the relation between

signifiers and signifieds.

Kristeva (1980) defines Bakhtin's "word" according to its temporar and

dialectical nature as "an intersection of textual surfaces rather fhan a poinr (a fixed

meaning)" (p. 65, emphasis in the original). Functioning simultaneously in three

dimensions-subject-addressee-context, the word is " spatiarized,, (Kisteva, 1 9g0,

p'65, emphasis in the original). Given its temporal and spatial nature, the dialogic

word is "relativized, de-privileged," and host to'.competing definitions,' (Holquist,

1981, p. 427). BakJrtin wrires2:

The word in language is half someone else's. It becomes ..one,s 
own,, only

when the speaker populates it with his own intentions, hjs own accent, when

he appropriates the word, adapting it to his own semantic and expressive

T6

2 when citing the works of others, I will maintain the gender term used in the original.
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intention. Prior to this moment of appropriation the word does not exist in a

neutral and impersonal language ... but rather it exists in other people's

mouths, serving other people's intentions: it is from there that we must take

the word and make it one's own. (Bakhtin, 19g1, p.293)

To illustrate the concept of the spatialized word and to demonstrate the

primacy of context in the historical production of meaning, I offer the word ,.queer,,

which is unlikely to elicit the same response it would have20 to 30 years ago.

Undoubtedly, many are uncomfortable with the word; I daresay some would prefer I

had chosen another example, and even as Bakhtin's speaking/writing subject, I must

admit that given my socio-historical position, I utter the word "queer" within the

context of this thesis with a certain amount of trepidation in anticipation of audience

response' Nevertheless, "queer" provides a lucid example of Bakhtin's notion of

hybridization-or the capacity of words to belong simultaneously to two or more

systems. "Queer" is defined in Webster's II New Riverside Dictionary as follows:

queer (kwir) adj: 1. Different from the normal or expected: strange. 2.

Eccentric: odd. 3. suspicious . --v. slang. l. To thwart or ruin. 2. To put in a

bad position.

At first glance, I was surprised to see that "queer" is employed as a verb meaning ,,to

thwar-t or ruin" or "to put in a bad position." But then upon further reflection, I

cenainly can see how we have used this particular word to do just that, for 'queer' is

commonly used as a pejorative to refer to gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered

persons. The more recent re-appropriation and re-accentuation of the word "queer',
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by some GLBT persons as a means of naming themselves to challenge the notion of

"normal" by assuming a polemic stance against a mentality of toleration makes

Bakhtin's process of hybridization strikingly clear.

I imagine that my first dialogic encounter with the word "queer,,occurred in

the context of listening to or reading a story or folktale that refened to the ..queer 
wee

folk'" My subsequent awâreness and understanding of competing definitions can be

attributed to my membership in a number of intersecting social groups and a

parlicular historicar position. Notably, whire sharing my work in progress with a

much younger colleague, about ten years my junior, I noticed that she was somewhat

relieved to read the fairly benign definition of the word ,.queer,, in my notes. she

confided that earlier that week, she had referred to a student as acting rather queer,

that is, exhibiting strange or odd behavior and a number of felìow teachers shockingly

rebuked, !'You can't say that!" Their assumption wâs that she was calling the young

man gay' As a consequence, my colleague admitted that she doubted her original

appropriation of the word. The fact that pervasive heterosexism in schools ensures

that there are countless teachers in the field who cannot bring themselves to refer to

any student as being gay is subject enough for investigation, and while it is not the

subject of this one, it gives a clear indication of how social forces are constantly at

work both in shaping our utterances and in delineating the sphere of interpretation.

Unlike homonyms that sound the same but have different meanings, hybridizations

occur when words are actively re-appropriated and re-accentuated by interlocutors.
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Heteroglossia

According to Bakhtin, language is constantly subjected to the centralizing and

decentralizing forces resulting from social saturation. In Bakhtinian literary terms,

fhe centripetal or unifying forces reflect the rule-governed, homogenizing and

hierarchicizing influence of the high poetic genre, while the centrifugal or

diversifying forces are generated by a de-normatization associated with alternative

"degraded" genres in which Bakhtin includes the novel (Hoìquist, 19g1, p. 435).

Theories of reader response, which challenge the reification of authorial intentions

and the supremacy of the text in constructing meaning, find comfortable ground in

Bakhtin's idea that languages continually undergo stratification. Stratification is the

process by which the unity of meaning is destroyed under the pressure of the

centrifugal force, "whose project everywhere is to challenge fixed definitions,,

(Holquist, 1981, p. 433).

The locus where centripetal and centrifugal forces collide is conceptualized as

heteroglossia or the condition that ensures the primacy of context over text for ..[a]t

any given time, in any given pìace, there will be a set of conditions-social,

historical, meteorological, physiological-that will insure that a word uttered in that

place and at that time will have a meaning different than it would have under any

other condition" (Holquist, 19g1, p. aZ$.

Heteroglossia is the essence of Bakhtin's social theory of utterance and is the

dominant condition of dialogism. Accordingly, "all utterances are heteroglot in that

they are functions of a matrix of forces practically impossible to recoup,' (Holquist,
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1981, p. 428)' It follows that language, as an expression of human consciousness, is

not static nor can it ever be neutral. It is inherently dialogic since all utterances are

"contradiction-ridden, and tension-filled" (Bakhtin, 19g1, p. 272). Multi-voiced and

jndeterminate, the textual utterance creates "dialogic spaces" (Kristeva, 19g0, p. 66)

in which the reader engages in an act of self-realization and self-determination in

opposition to perceived "others."

Dialogism and Otherness

The roots of Bakhtinian dialogism can be found in the neo-Kantian project of

bridging the gap between mind and world, the individual and the social. In diaìogism,

the site of knowledge is never unitary. Existence is a shared event (sobytie) and the

state of existence is "unified" only in so far as it is stabilized by others. Bakhtin,s

contention that consciousness is otherness corresponds historically and

philosophically with post-Newtonian physics and Einstein's theory of relativity.

Unlike the systemization of Russian Formalism or Saussurian linguistics, dialogism is

revealed in the intrinsically dynamic nature of matter. Like sub-atomic particles,

which exist only "as integral parts of an inseparable network of interactions" (Capra,

I975,p'2II),the self and other engage "in endless motion and activity." The self,

like the electron, can only be known in relation to an other. The potentiality for

meaning lies not in their actuality but in the relation between the two.

selfhood and language share a cornmon project, that is, they both exist in

order to mean. (Holquist, 1990, p. 23). The otherness in dialogism gives rise to what
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Bakhtin termed interillumination. When one language begins to see itself through the

eyes of another, a sense of "novelness" intervenes as a decentralizing force. As a

result, language becomes relativized and de-privileged. To Bakhtin, the novel, which

more than any other genre, reflects the verbal art of discourse, creates a "means for

displaying otherness" (Holquist, 1990, p. 89). Early in his essay "Discourse in the

Novel," Bakhtin (1981) summarizes the concept of heteroglossia manifested in the

genre of the novel:

The novel can be defined as a diversity of social speech types...and a

diversity of individual voices, artistically organized. The internal

stratification of any single national language into social diaìects, characteristic

group behavior, professional jargons, generic languages, language of

generations and age groups, tendentious languages, language of the

authorities, of various circles and of passing fashions, languages that serve the

specific sociopolitical purposes of the day, even of the hour ... this internal

stratification present in every language at any given moment of its historical

existence is the indispensable prerequisite for the novel as â genre. (pp. 262-

263)

Reader response is a product of the animating relationship between the

teader's mind and the world embodied by the text. From a Bakhtinian perspective,

the ontological privilege of the text and the authority of the reader's individual

subjectivity are undermined as a result of the collision of the centrifugal and

centripetal forces within the dialogic encounter between reader and the text. If we
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accept the inherent reciprocity of the relationship between self and other, to assert that

the individual reader shapes the text in actualizing ways is only partly true. The

words of the speaking subject, in this case, the author, are encoded in the text, and

once uttered in the mind of the reader, they exercise their potential to alter his/her

subjective state. How many of us have modified our opinions after reading a

passionate argument or, for the first time, have seen a situation differently because of

a direct or a metaphorical connection to a work of fiction?

One may argue that it is the reader who, in the actualizing act of reading, is

responsible for selecting the information and characteristics of the text that will

necessitate what may actually be a desired change in attitude, but it is the words

themselves that present the impetus for change, calling for a response. This does not

mean that authorial intentions are reified in the text implying that the reader will

compromise the contextualized self to reconstruct the author's meaning. The

contention here is that the transactionaì "evocation and response" (Rosenblat t, Igg3,

p' 6) is not possible without the dialogic existence of the self and other, and meaning

is in a constant state of becoming in the dialectical relation between the two.

Grounded in otherness, dialogism rejects the abstract objectivism that does not

aìlow for speaking or listening subjects (Bakhtin/volosinov, lg73/lgzg). Nor does it

accept the individual subjectivity that Clark and Holquisr (1984) regard ..âs 
the lonely

product of an intention willed by a sovereign ego" (p. l2). Language is alive and

developing, and its dynamics are ensured because "[a]longside the centripetal forces,

the centrifugal forces of language carry on their uninterrupted work;
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alongside. ..centralization and unification, the unintem:pted processes of

decentralization and disunification go forward" (Bakhtin, 19g1, p. z7z). Language,

like existence, is not a system of binary opposites, langue (language) and, parole

(speech), or wholly owned by the individual or a supra-individual collective, but is,

by its very nature, both separate and shared.

Surplus of Seeíng

Implicit in Bakhtin's "othemess" is the notion of ,,surplus of seeing"

(Holquist, 1990, p' 35). "Dialogism...takes for granted that nothing can be perceived

except against the perspective of something else; dialogism's master assumption is

that there is no figure without a ground" (pp.2r-22). Bakhtin establishes that

existence depends on some perceived or perceiving other. However, perception can

be quite different for seeing than for being seen. According ro Holquist (1gg0), if you

and I sit across from each other, face to face, there are bound to be things within our

scope of vision that are perceptible to us both, but there will be things that you will be

able to perceive such as the pictures hanging on the wall behind me that I cannot see.

Similarly, I will be able to see objects outside of your purview. The fact that we

cannot see things in our immediate range of vision does not mean that they do not

exist, but that we are situated in such a way that offers us each a "surplus of seeing,,

not available to the other. By combining our "surpluses,,, each of us can arrive at a

more comprehensive vision of ourselves within our present socio-physical context.
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The process of merging our "surplus of seeing" is a collaboration which allows me to

"author a unified version of the event of our joint existence', (Holquist, 1990, p. 37).

Intersubjectívity

As interlocutors alternate between the speaking subject and addressee,

meaning is constructed intersubjectively. Holquist (i990) attributes the exchange of

dialogic positions among interlocutors to the shifting "I" that designates the speaking

subject. Unlike nouns and other pronouns, the "f" for the self does not sustain a

constant referent, but alternates among dialogic participants in the shared event. Its

capacity for absence provides the void in which to invest one's subjective self.

Holquist (1990) provides the following metaphor:

Through the medium of the first person pronoun each speaker appropriates a

whole language to himself. Much as Peter Pan's shadow is sewn to his body,

"I" is the needle that stitches the abstraction of language to the particularity of

lived experience. (p. 28)

Intersubjectivity is the condition arising from the operating consciousness of

the speaking subject engaged in "interlocutory reìationships" (Kristeva, 1997 , p.99).

In dialogism, the speaking "I" may be the site of meaning, yet the act of appropriation

implies that the language of the individual consciousness is never entirely one,s own.

The nature of language according to Bakhtin (1981) is intersubjective and ,.lies

between oneself and the other" (p.293). Any individual discourse voiced by the ..I,,

is invariably "entangled, shot through with shared thoughts, points of view, alien
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value judgments and accents" (p.276). The shifting "I" is the structure that allows for

the dialogic exchange between the chaotic and decentralizingforces of subjectivity

and the rule-governed, unifying forces of the supra-individual collective. Bakhtin

contends that although we author ourselves, the materials for doing so are provided

by others encountered within our sphere of social interaction (Holquist, 1990). The

others who act as mirrors for self-determination are subject to the same dialogic

construction as the self and therefore can provide us with only a temporary reflection

of our existence. Given the multiple and kinetic nature of the perceiving others, the

self can never be wholly conceived. Intersubjectivity is the productive act of

appropriating and reconstructing the social and double-voiced discourse of the

utterance. Succinctly put, one is continually in the state of authoring oneself through

the appropriation of the vision of others. Later I rvill examine how Kristeva extends

Bakhtin's concept of production to implicate the intersubjective self in the intertexual

process of transposing one or more systems of signs into another, to achieve a "new

articulation of the enunciative and denotative position" (Roudiez,l9g0,p. 15).

Addr e s s iv ity and An s w e rab ility

As previously stated, dialogue is a triadic construction constituted by an

utterance made by a speaking subject, the addressee's reply, and the contextual

relation between the two. In dialogism, all utterances elicit a response, that is to say,

there is no utterance without a reply. Even one's own inner dialogue is"the product

of tlze reciprocal relationship between speaker and listener, addresser and
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addressee" (Bakhtin/Volosinov, 1929/1913, p. 86, emphasis in the original). Bakhtin

(1929/1913) explains, "Each person's inner world and thought has its stabilized social

audience that comprises the environment in which reasons, motives, values, and so on

are fashioned" (p. 86). In other words, the audience, and within the literary context,

the reader, actively shapes the utterance. We find ourselves perpetually bombarded

with a chaotic collection of potential messages as stimuli generated by the natural and

social environment. Our responsibility to either ignore certain stimuli, or to respond

to them in order to produce meaning out of such utterances is what Bakhtin refers to

as addressivity.

Addressivity operates as a double-voiced discourse even within the individual

word. It amounts to our capacity to anticipate the comments of others since our

discourse is intimately dependent on the discourse of others. In the dialogic

existence, individuals must be able to fulfill the functions of both self and other. As

Holquist (1990) writes:

And yet I must have some way of framing myself into a subject having

something like the particularity of the other. My "I" must have contours that

are specific enough to provide a meaningful addressee: for if existence is

shared, it will manifest itself as the condition of being addressed (p. 27).

Addressivity entails the capacity to be both perceiver and perceived. It is the

condition that allows us to take in account "the apperceptive background of the

addressee's perception of my speech" (Bakhtin, 1986 p. 95) opening the dialogic

imagination to another's "surplus of seeing," and consequently, to the perceived self.
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To Bakhtin, speech is a form of persuasion, a way of controlling others' behavior or

directing their thinking. The word is a"two-sided act...determined equally by whose

word it is andfor whom it is meant. ...4 word is territory shared by both addresser

and addressee, by the speaker and his interlocutor." (Bahktin/Volosinov,1929/I913,

p. 86 emphasis in the original). The dialogic relation among speaking subject,

addressee, and context constitutes a "field of answerability,, (Morson, 19g6, p. 6)

which is the site of intersubjective understanding. Bakhtin explains:

Acti ve understanding. . . establishes a number of complex interrelations,

consonances and dissonances with what is being understood, enriches it with

new moments. It is precisely this kind of understanding that the speaker

counts on. Therefore his orientation towards the listener is an orientation

towards the particular horizon, the particular world of the Iistener, it

introduces completely new moments into his discourse: what takes place here

is an interaction of different contexts, different points of view, different

horizons, different expressively accented systems, different social 'languages.'

(p.282)

I intend to demonstrate that addressivity is fairly obviously implicated in any theory

that purports to describe how readers respond to the text utterance by entering into a

dialogic relationship with the author's words. Furthermore, in the field of

"answerability" (Bakhtin, 1990) interlocutors are heìd responsible for the ethical

conduct of the conversation. A Bakhtinian perspective on reader response extends

literary understanding to reflect the social functions of reading.
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Dialo gic Simultaneity and I ntertextuality

Bakhtin maintains that the key to understanding the artificially constructed

dualisms such as signifier/signified, texlcontext, and speaking/writing is the dialogue

between self and other. Informed by post-Newtonian physics, Bakhtin describes the

self/other as embedded in the conditions of space/time simultaneity. ,.Dialogism

argues that all meaning is relative in the sense that it comes about only as a result of

the relation between two bodies occupying simultaneous but dffirent space,,

(Holquist, 1990, p' 20 emphasis in the original). A body is perceived only in so far as

it is in dialogue with another body. According to Bakhtin, the observer occupies a

unique position in existence or center that constitutes a background against which the

observer can structure the meaning of what is being perceived in relation to known

contrasts. Since Bakhtin envisions existence as an active event, this centeredness is

kinetic, a temporary stasis that engenders a perception specific to a particular position

in time and space. our ever-unfolding existence grants us the capacity to perceive the

world and each other from a number of different centers in cognitive time/space and

this simultaneity produces a dialogism of manifold possibilities.

Simultaneity implies a ratio of self and otherness. Constantly contested within

dialogic spaces, the proportions of self and other are never static. However, the

asymmetry of self and other is often predetermined by formulas negotiated by

politics. This mediation through authority compromises the authenticity of life. In

terms of pedagogical issues related to students responding to text, the political
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question becomes how much of the reader's unique response can fit into the

formulaic patterns of dominant classroom discourse. In Chapter 3, I will explore

Bakhtin's dialogic genres to examine the asymmetry of power among author, text,

and reader and apply these modes of discourse as a framework for analy zing the

classroom context in which students construct meaning.

Dialogue simultaneously and perpetually operates on a vertical plane, as an

internal dialogue oriented within the self, and on a horizontal plane, as an external

dialogue between subject and addressee. Grounded in the simultaneity and

intersubjectivity of Bakhtin's dialogism, Kristeva (1980) describes the literary

intersection of these two planes to articulate the concept of intertextuality. Kristeva

defines the status of the word as oriented vertically toward an anterior or synchronic

literary corpus, that is to exterior texts, as well as horizontally, belonging to both

wnting subject and addressee. Her contention that "each word (text) is an

intersection of words (texts) where at least one other word (text) can be read" (p. 66)

leads her to conclude that "any text is constructed as a mosaic of quotations. . . the

absorption and transformation of another" (p. 66).

Even in this thesis, there are a number of intertextual connections that I will

make obvious in order to illustrate that any utterance can play host to simultaneous

intersections of competing voices. Subsequent to my thesis committee expressing

their genuine concern about the lack of "political conectness" associated with

beginning with the original word in John (1: l), I found that several scholars

(Mihailovic,l99l; Morson, 1986) also made the same connection in their writings on
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Bakhtin. As a reader of Bakhtin, his critics, and his followers, juxtaposing the words

of the philosopher and scripture in the same text signals the controversy surrounding

Bakhtin's disputed adherence to religious orthodoxy (Emerson & Morson, lggg,

1990; Mihailovic, rggl; Rzhevsky, 1994). Introducing rhe word in John (l:1) is

intended to create an appropriate, albeit seemingly distant, link between dialogism

and the authoritative word in traditional theological hermeneutics, suggesting the

roots of textual interpretation handed down through the Magistral dialogue, and

points to the trinity as an intriguing metaphor for Bakhtin's (1986) "living tripartite

unity" (p. r22). The title "Dialogic spaces" is a homage to Kristeva and the

conclusion to Chapter 5, "Toward an Intertextual Curriculum" echoes the titles of

Bakhtin's essays such as "Toward a Methodology for the Human Sciences," in which

the sense of movement associated with the word "toward" intimates a dialogic

journey, never complete.

According to Todorov (1984) language itself is intertextual. He argues, "The

most important feature of the utterance... is its dialogism, that is its intertextual

dimension. After Adam, there are no nameless objects, not any unused words,' (p. x).

In Intertextuality, Allen (2000) summarizes the intertextual dimension of the social

utterance: "All utterances depend on or call to other utterances; no utterance itself is

singular; all utterances are shot through with other, competing and conflicting voices"

(p.21). To Kristeva (1980), texts are constructed from pre-existent 6li5ç6s¡ss-"¿

permutation of texts, an intertextuality in the space of a given text" (p. 36). within

these dialogic spaces "several utterances, taken from other texts, intersect and
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neutralize one another" (Kristeva, 1980, p. 36). Intertextuality recalls the

etymological root of the word "text" is the LaÍin texere or to weave. The weaving

together of various texts holds myriad possibilities for responding to literature and for

learning across the curriculum.

Intertextuality depends on the conditions of simultaneity and addressivity.

While words cannot be divorced from their speaking subject, there is, nevertheless, a

pre-existing intertextual relationship in the words themselves independent from the

speaking or writing subject. For this reason, as well as the societal, cultural,

syntactical, and grammatical restraints particular to writing in which the utterance

becomes interwoven, poststructuralists have posited the idea of "the death of the

author" (Barthes, 1972) and the writer "lost" among difference (Derrida, lg:-B).

Contrary to the contentions made in this thesis, Derrida and the Anglo-American

deconstructionists were largely indifferent to the idea of language as "discourse" and

as a result the author becomes superfluous in a relentless game in which the reader, as

critic negates any possible hope of textual meaning through collaborative exchange.

In some respects, I feel that the "fork in the road" comes at the point where Kristeva

(1980) and rodorov (198a) suggest that intertextuality is synonymous with

dialogism's intersubjectivity. But while intertextuality assumes that the text points to

exterior texts and to a multitude of connections the reader may make, it does not fully

consider the dialogic field of answerability in which interlocutors are engaged. itt

conversatio¡2. As Emerson (1996) points out, "dialogue is not the same as
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"intertextuality": texts don't talk to each other, people do" (p. I 1 1, emphasis in the

original).

The extension of intersubjectivity to intertextuality however, does leads to an

important understanding of Bakhtinian "novelness." In Bakhtin's estimation, the

novel, like the self, is always open ended and never completed. Obsessively referring

to works outside of itself, novelness is defined by its othemess. Grounded in

Bakhtin's social theory of utterance, intertextuality becomes a dialogue with a

dialogue-a dialogic simultaneity that manifests itself as texts engage in intersecting

conversations with members of various social groups and historical periods, other

literary works, and the individual responses of reade¡s. This intertextual quality

presents itself in texts outside the genre of the novel. Readers engaged in dialogic

discourse with the text are invariably apt to create meaning through their own

intertextual connections. An understanding of the intra- and inter-psychological

processes that allow for transposjtion can inform instructional practices which support

the social construction of knowledge.

Bakhtin refers to the simultaneity of time/space within the text as chronotope.

Since dialogism emphasizes the dynamism of texts, no single chronotope is possible

within the tension between story and plot at the time of the text's production and

subsequent readings. Similarly, Jauss (1989), a prominent figure in German reception

aesthetics, discusses the dialogicity of literary communication and describes a textual

alterity in which "neither the continuity of meaning in effective history nor the

universality of semiotic/logicaì systems" is able to offer a guarantee of literar.y
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understanding. Ostensibly, Bakhtin's thoughts on the shifting time/space in literary

texts might seem to support reader-response theory's reliance on the psychology of

the reader. However, as I later point out in my analysis, the psychology of the ¡eader

is often a normalizing stasis to render the text internally coherent. In dialogism,

neither the reader nor the author can guarantee unity in meaning. But while

dialogism insists that meaning is not constructed solely from the time/space derived

from the point at which a work is either read or written, and it respects the active role

played by the temporal and spatial frames of reference inherent to the text, the text

does not remain outside of the realm of influence. Literary understanding arises

through a polyphonic conversation implicating the sociohistorical positions of author,

text, and reader to posit the time/space of a particular work within a wider social and

environmental context reflecting every point of its existence (Holquist, 1990).

Virginia Woolf's To the Lighthouse

Woolf's To the Lighthouse provides us with an example of the spatial and

temporal simultaneity embodied by the inteftextual novel. As a means of displaying

"otherness," To the Lighthouse engages the reader in the roving vantage points

projected by the various characters. The story seamlessly unfolds from one

perspective to another reflecting the polyphonic quality of Bakhtin's novelness. At

first glance, the novel may appear to project a purely individualistic view of the

world, but the inner dialogue of the various characters reveals responses and self-

reflections contingent upon intersubjective encounters with others. Collectively, the
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individual viewpoints in Woolf's novel interconnect to reflect Bakhtin's beloved

oxymoron of "autonomous communion,' (Emerson, 2000, p.34).

The reader enters the mind of Mrs. Ramsay, whose dialogic consciousness is

focused on the "alt" of creating order in all things from dinner party conversation to

marital alliances and then shifts to the mind of her husband, Mr. Ramsay, aging

philosopher' preoccupied with the battle against the threat of personal faiìure. The

reader also finds he¡/himself meandering between the perspective of unmarried artist,

Lily Briscoe' who with every brushstroke asserts a fresh voice, something striving

beyond the evanescence of former painters, and that of the ambitious student, Charles

Tansley. The Ramsays' children and guests also offer multiple viewpoints from

which to observe life at the annual holiday home in the Hebrides. Dialogic

simultaneity remains an inalienable quality of the text, as readers situated at different

points in time subsequent to the novel's publication, enter the .,communion,,,

animating the multiple viewpoints by imposing their own matrix of experience on

what will forever be an "incomplete" text.

in addition to the individual perspectives presented through the novel's

characters and the animating readers, the novel constantly points to texts outside of

itself' Mr. Ramsay satisfies his need for self-affirmation and his want to be read long

after he has gone by proving young Tansley wrong about the works of Sir Walter

Scott' Tansley contemptuously brushes aside Sir Walter Scott as no longer being

read. Ramsay counters the sting of Tansley's claim, in which he undoubtedly feels

the potential obsolescence of his own work, and picks up ,,one of Sir'walter,s,,
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(Woolf, 2000, p. 158) to reconfirm its contemporary relevance. Continually spouting

verse, Mr. Ramsay cites from the works of Shakespeare, Tennyson, shelley and

lesser-known poets, Elton and Cowper. The Scottish coast provides an appropriate

backdrop for Mrs' Ramsay's intefiextual offering of a fabled sea in "The Fisherman

and His Wife," from the Brothers Grimm, which she is reading aloud to her youngest,

James. And traces of Freud's Oedipus complex might be heard in six year-old James,

desire to stnke his father down with an axe or a poker (p. 6). These are a few of the

overt examples in Woolf's novel that display the simultaneity of a text constantly

referring to texts outside of itself.

But mo¡e important, the simultaneity of a particular text is also displayed in

the intertextual connections that extend to the extra-literary context. Tansley,s

haunting remark "'women can't paint, women can't write,, (p.67)is more than a mere

echo of the male criticism once leveled at Woolf, which described her as a writer who

"can't create a character, can't create a story" (Bennett in Drabble ,2000,p. xxi).

Through lectures and the subsequent work, A Roonz of one,s own (Lgzg),woolf

advanced an understanding of the exclusion of women from rvriting due to economic

and social conditions. Lily Briscoe's determination for artistic self-expression in the

face of Tansley's male egotism endures in the ongoing feminist struggle against the

institutionalized "silencing" (Cameron, l99g) of women.

To the Lighthouse is the most autobiographical of Woolf's novels with the

Ramsays cast in the role of Woolf's parents, Sir Leslie Stephen and Julia Duckworth.

Like Mr- Ramsay, Stephen was a well-known philosopher and Mrs. Ramsay is so like
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Woolf's mother that Virginia's older sister Vanessa was prompted to write to her

"...you have given me a portrait of mother which is more like her to me than anything

I could ever have conceived of as possible" (in Drabble, 2000, p. xiii). woolf,s

autobiography accounts for yet another level of the text's semantic existence. The

openness associated with the spatial and temporal simultaneity evinced in Woolf's

novel has established it, at one time or another, as a defining work by New Critics,

feminists, modernists and postmodernists alike. The historical relativity of a text as

enduring Woolf's parallels the Bakhtinian legacy that "has been claimed by all sides',

(Emerson, 2000, p. 34).

Monologism

Monologism is the condition born of the centralizing and unifying centripetal

forces exerted that can destroy dialogism as discourse's primordial condition.

According to Bakhtin, monologue, by virtue of its unnatural status, is secondary to

dialogue. At best, it is a contrivance to gaining an understanding of the working of

dialogue (Holquist, 1990). rn Marxism and the phitosophy of Languag¿, Bakhrin

(1929/1973) under the name of Volosinov wrires:

But the monologic utterance is, after all, already an abstraction. ... Any

monologic utterance...is an inseverable element of verbal communication.

Any utterance-the finished, written utterance not excepted-makes response

to something and is calculated to be responded to in turn. It is but one link in

a continuous chain of speech performanc es. (p.72)
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Bakhtin (1981) attributes the existence of monologism as an artificial unity to a

philosophy of language and systemized Iinguistics in which traditional stylistics

...locks every stylistic phenomenon into the monologic context of a given

self-sufficient and hermetic utterance, imprisoning it, as it were, in the

dungeon of a single context; it is not able to exchange messages with other

utterances, it is not able to realize its own stylistic implication in a relationship

with them; it is obliged to exhaust itself in its own single hermetic context. (p.

274)

Other unifying forces that are deaf to dialogue include canonization and

authoritative discourse. Canonization or "the tendency in every form to harden its

generic skeleton and elevate the existing nofins to a model that resists change,,

(Holquist, 1981, p. 425) blurs hereroglossia, rendering the dialogic monologic

through repetition. Authoritative discourse, or the ,,privileged 
Ianguage that

approaches us from without" (Holquist, 19g1, p. 424) asexemplified by the

didacticism inherent in prevailing instructional practices, also operates at the expense

of dialogue.

The Role of the Author

The openness of the self as an unconsummated and incomplete biography

parallels the manifold phenomenon of the literary text. The work of semiotician Eco

is often cited to illuminate the interpretational possibilities associated with

transactional theories of reader response (Beach, 1993: corcoran, 1991; smith, l99r).
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ln The open work (1989) and The Role of the Reader (lgl-g), Eco describes rhe

conditions that create "open" texts which support multiple interpretations. Similarly,

Bakhtin writes extensively on the "openendedness" of dialogic texts which

incorporate a diversity of voices in concert versus the singular authoritative voice in

monologic texts. According to Bakhtin's (1986) epistemology, "openness" is

characteristic of the unfinaìized and indeterminate nature of dialogue.

There is neither a first word nor a last word and there are no limits to

the dialogic context (it extends into the boundless past and the boundless

future). Even past meanings, that is, those born in the dialogue of past

centuries, can never be stable (finalized, ended once and for-all)-they will

always change (be renewed) in the process of subsequent, future development

of the dialogue. At any moment in the development of the dialogue there are

immense, boundless masses of forgotten contextual meanings, but at certâin

moments of the dialogue's subsequent development along the way they are

recalled and invigorated in renewed form (in a new context). Nothing is

absolutely dead.... (p. 170, emphasis in the original)

Likewise, Eco (1989) concedes:

...there exist works which though organically completed, are "open" to a

continuous generation of internal relations which the addressee must uncover

and select in his act of perceiving the totality of incoming stimuli .. ..Every

work of art, even though it is produced by following an explicit or implicit
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poetics of necessity, is effectively open to a virtually unlimited range of

possible readings..." (p. 21, emphasis in the original).

It would appear that Eco (1984) upholds the dialogical tener of openness in his

consideration of transactions with text, but as the following reveals, he is quick to

dispense with the author as the speaking subject, once a work is completed.

When a work is finished, a dialogue is established between the text and its

readers (the author is excluded). While a work is in progress, the dialogue is

double: there is the dialogue between that text and all other previously written

texts (books are made only from other books and around other books), and

there is the dialogue between the author and his model reader. (p. 522)

While Eco's reflection on the dialogic possibilities of interacting with text

encompasses the vertical and horizontal intertextual planes, his exclusion of the

author, once the work has been completed compromises the integrity of never-ending

dialogue by denying its intersubjective nature. Readers have been known to make

intertextual connections between themselves and the author's life, his/her previously

published works and the social and historical conditions under which he/she wrote.

In my estimation, the author is not so easily dispensed with. Despite the academic

disdain for authorial intentions in recent decades, the sheer numbers of letters

addressed to authors, magazine articles, biographies, television and radio interviews,

and public readings testify to readers' interest in maintaining an on-going dialogue

with the author. And while meaning does not reside exclusively with the author or

emanate from the author's historical position, the author makes a valid contribution to
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the polyvocalic quality of the literary text. Moreover, the words on a page are a

message encoded by the author-an utterance addressed to the reader. For Bakhtin,

literature is a form of communication and words cannot be separated from their

speaking subjects.

In "The Ethics of Authorship in Bakhtin's Last Writing," Mihailo vic (1997)

explains the ascending and receding role of the author in the creation of the literary

work. In the beginning, the author creates characters independent of her/himself. As

the work progresses, the characters become increasingly independent and eventually

enter into the same plane of consciousness as the author. Consequently, the author is

now merely one consciousness among many implicated by the literary work. Merged

in dialogicity, the author is nonetheless necessary for the

. ..triumph of an ethical state among consciousnesses. . . [that is].. .the

novelist's personality within the novel is not fundamentally more coherent or

ascendant than those of the characters, it does figure as something of a special

entity inasmuch as it represents the link or reins..,connecting dialogue in the

literary work itself with the actual dialogue experienced in reality . (p.216)

Mihailovic goes on to say that the author, in Bakhtin's view, is indispensable to the

full realization of dialogue and mediates between the hero and his interlocutors.

Should there be any doubt, Bakhtin (in Mihailovic,7997) himself emphasizes the

active role of the author:

The author is profoundly active, but his activity is of a special, dialogic sorÍ..

It is one thing to be active in relation to a dead thing, to voiceless
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material...that can be molded and formed as one wishes, and another thing to

be active in relation to someone else's living, autonomous consciousr.tess. . ..

This is a questioning, provoking, answering, agreeing, objecting activity; that

is, it is dialogic acriviry. ... (p. 2r9, emphasis in the original)

Reinstating the contributing role of the author in negotiating meaning in the

dialogic field of answerability challenges the exclusivity of reader-response theory,

which purportedly invests the production of meaning in the animating actions of the

reader. While theories of reader response allow for individual interpretations, the

determining role of the reader is nevertheless, a normalizing stasis. Whereas

Bakhtinian dialogism contends that the text is always in a state of becoming in the

possible relations emerging between author, reader, and text, most reader-response

theories delimit textual meaning in the subjective state of the reader.

Summary

In summary, a number of interrelated concerns support the dialogic relation

within the rhetorical triangle of author, text, and reader. Based on the premise that

existence is a shared event, the dialogic consciousness depends on otherness to bridge

the gap between mind and world. Knowledge, Bakhtin reminds us, is never unitary.

This epistemic axiom denies the ontological privilege of the text, the reader,s

subjectivity, or authorial agency. The word is spatialized, that is, jt functions in three

dimensions-subject-addressee-context. Heteroglossia, the condition whereby the

centripetal or unifying and rule-governed forces collide with the centnfugal or
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diversifying forces, dominates Bakhtin's dialogism. "Contradiction-ridden and

tension-filled" (Bakhtin, 198i , p.272), heteroglossia ensures that any utterance is

open to a host of competing definitions. All utterances, even the individual word

operate as a double-voiced discourse-a "territory shared by both addresser and

addressee..." (Bakhtin/vorosinov , 1929/1973, p. g6). our responsibility in

acknowledging and responding to the shared utterance is what Bakhtin termed

addressivity. Holquist (1990) explains that dialogic meaning is relative owing ro rhe

simultaneity of "two bodies occupying sitnultaneous but dffirent space,, (p.20

emphasis in the original). Intersubjectivity depends on the conditions of simultaneity

and addressivity, where dialogue is perceived to operate both on a vertical plane, that

is, as an internal dialogue and on a horizontal plane, as an external dialogue between

subject and addressee. Kristeva extends Bakhtin's idea of intersubjectivity to

intertextuality in order to describe the literary intersection of these two planes. To

Bakhtin, the novel, more than any other genre, reflects the heteroglottic and

intertextual nature of language.

An investigation into the dialogism in theories of reader response will

determine how well these theories account for the productive role of the reader in

dialogic relation to author and text and will reveal the degree to which they reflect

vanous ideas embodied by Bakhtin's social epistemology. In the next chapter, I will

examine more closely the dialogic consciousness by comparing Bakhtin's .,inner

word" to Vygotsky's "inner speech" with the intention of presenting a social

epistemology in which we learn intertextually.
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Chapter 3

Bakhtin and vygotsky: Diarogic Spaces in the zoneof proximar Deveropment

In North America, developmental psychologists, philosophers of language,

and literary scholars had just begun to assimilate the ideas contained in Vygotsky,s

Thought and Language (1962) and Mind in Society (1978) when they came face ro

face with another Soviet thinker who too sought to arliculate language in terms of

relationships rather than nominal signs. Both Bakhtin and Vygotsky describe a

dialogic consciousness in which thought is conceived of as dialogues with imagined

addressees formed from voices previously heard. To Vygotsky, the mind is

comprehensibly historical, created and produced through an individual's participation

in and the internalization of social-cultural-historical activity (Newman & Holzman,

1993). vygorsky (1978) descdbes rhis hisrorical production as follows:

Every function in the child's cultural development appears twice; first on the

social level and later, on the individual level; firs|between people

(int e rp sy cholo gic al),and then ins idethe child (intrap sycholo gic at). This

applies equally to all voluntary attention, to logical memory, and to the

formation of concepts. All the higher mental functions originate as actual

relations between people. (p. 57, emphasis in the original)

Learning is not a mere function of maturation but is dependent on a complex

interrelationship between historicity and intellectual functions. Similarly, Bakhtin

(1986) argues that understanding is produced through "a living triparlite unity,, (p.
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122) constituted by the self, other, and the spatial and temporal relation between the

two.

In the field of reading, vygotsky's concept of the zone of proximal

development and its implied interactional precursors have been frequently linked to

scaffolding strategies which concentrate guided practice (Au, Strickland & Scheu,

1997; Fountas & Pinnell, 1996;200r: clay &. cazden,1990) for decoding and

comprehension at calculated instructional reading Ievels. Vygotsky (1978) defined

the zone of proximal development as

...the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by

independent problem solving and the level of potential development as

determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration

with more capable peers. . .. Human learning presupposes a specific social

nature and a process by which children grow into the intellectual life of those

around them. (pp. 86, 88-89)

Indeed, John's (1997) description of the instructional reading level as "that level at

which the student can, theoretically, make maximum growth in reading" coincides

with Vygotsky's (1987) statement that "[I]nstruction is useful when it moves ahead of

development. When it does, it impels or wakens a whole series of functions that are

in a stage of maturation lying in the zone of proximal development,' (p. 2r2). rn

second language acquisition theory, K¡ashen (1982), whose communicative approach

is grounded in participants' interaction within the dialogic sphere, refers to this

optimal learning condition as "i + l" (p.20-2I), where i represents the learner's
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cunent competence or comprehensible input and + 1, indicates the next level. In

many respects, the zone of proximal development predicated on the individual's

capacity to internalize concepts first experienced in the social sphere-the move from

the inter-psychological to the intra-psychological-is ro Vygorsky what the dialogic

relation among subject-addressee-context is to Bakhtin, that is, the method or tooì that

bridges the gap between self and society.

It is easy to see how Vygotsky's ideas on thought and language can be applied

to reading instruction, and education in general, as a means of enabling students to

make linear progressions from one hierarchically designated developmental level to

the next. Like Holquist (1990), I believe vygotsky would have denounced this

acceleration based on the creation of preordained goals as limiting the initiative of the

learner and denying the possibilities engendered by the concept of tutoring-the

activity by which a more conscious other provides the learner with a loan of

consciousness (Bruner, 1986). In recent years, a number of scholars (cheyne &

Tarulli, 1999; Emerson, 1986; Kozurin, 1990; Radzikhovskii, 1991;werrsch, r99l;

Zinchenko, 1985) have begun to examine the possibilities brought about by a

constructive integration of Vygotsky's writings and Bakhtin's dialogism. I believe

that such an exploration can extend the implications of Vygotsky's zone of proximal

development to suggest a more comprehensive vision of reading that incorporates the

dialogic nature of consciousness, pointing toward a more intertextual and meaning-

generating model of literacy learning.
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Dialogísm as Inner Speech

Despite Vygotsky's (i987) claim that "Written speech and inner speech are

monologic speech forms. Oral speech is generally dialogic" (p.271), an examination

of his rvritings on egocentric and inner speech reveals that Vygotsky's (1962) "speech

for oneself' (p. 131) reflects the tenets of Bakhtinian dialogism. Significantly, rhe

intra-psychological function of inner speech-the internalization that transforms both

action and language into thought-bears considerable resemblance to Bakhtin's

notion of internal dialogue (Wertsch, 1991).

Imagine a dialogue of two persons in which the statements of the second

speaker are omitted, but in such a way that the general sense is not at all

violated. The second speaker is present invisibly, his words are not there, but

deep traces left by these words have a determining influence on all the present

and visible words of the first speaker. We sense that this is a conversâtion,

although only one person is speaking, and it is a conversation of the most

intense kind, for each present, uttered word responds and react with its every

fiber to the invisible speaker, points to something outside itself, beyond its

own limits, to the unspoken words of another person. (Bakhtin, 1994, p. r91)

Moreover, intra-psychological functioning implicit in inner and egocentric speech is

predicated on the social utterance defining Bakhtin's epistemologeme. Vygotsky

(1981) concurs, "that everything internal in higher forms was external, that is, for

others it was what it now is for oneself..." (p. 162) implying that the external
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structure is maintained throughout intra-psychological processing. Baklrtin,s social

theory of utterance is even more pronounced in the folìowing assertion by Vygotsky:

when we speak of a process, "external" means .,social.,, Any higher mental

function was external because it was social at some point before becoming an

internal, truly mental function. ...All higher mental functions are internalized

social relationships. ... Their composition, genetic structure, and means of

action' '.is social. Even when we turn to mental processes, their nature

remains quasi-social. In their own private sphere, human beings retain the

functions of social interacrion . (pp.162_16g.

vygotsky's writings on the subject of "inner speech" presume an individual

perpetually engaged in dialogue with an inner addressee, who may be more or less

fully realized. To Vygotsky, speech and thinking are not causalìy related but are

dialectically unified in meaning. Like Bakhtin, vygotsky asserrs rhat human

consciousness lies in the speech act. Meaning, Vygotsky (19g7) argues

belongs not only to the domain of thought but to the domain of speech. . .. A

word without meaning no longer belongs to the domain of speech. . .. Is wo¡d

meaning speech or is it thought? It is both at one and the same time; it is a

urzit of verbal thinking. (p. 4r , emphasis in the originar)

I am given ro believe that whire vygotsky's (1962) appropriation of the word

"monologic" as "speech for oneselfl' (p. 131) differs from Bakhtin's, vygotsky,s

description of inner speech does account for the primordial status of dialogism, which

envisions the individual engaged in the speech act in order to formulate thought.
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Vygotsky's Inner Speech and Bakhtin's Otherness

Vygotsky's zone of proximal development is grounded in the belief that any

higher mental functioning occurs on the inter-psychological plane prior to the intra-

psychological plane. This is paramount to understanding that intra-psychological

functions are a result of the child's interaction with a community of others. However,

a comparison of Bakhtinian and Vygotskian notions of dialogue reveals an important

difference between the status of the other as it is explained in each of their theories.

As previously demonstrated, both Bakhtin and Vygotsky âgree rhat inner

speech is structured dialogically and that it presupposes an addressee. For Bakhtin,

the distinctiveness of the other enables rhe productivity of dialogue (Cheyne &

Tarulli, 1999). In Art and Answerability, Bakhtin (1990) questions

In what way would it enrich the event if I merged with the other, and instead

of two there would be now only one? And what would I myself gain by the

other's merging with me? If he did, he would see and know no more than

what I see and know myself; he would merely repeat in himself that want of

any issue out of ìtself which characlenzes my own life. Let him rather remain

outside of me, for in that position he can see and know what I myself do not

see and do not know from my own place, and he can essentially enrich the

event of my own life. (p. 87)

Conversely, according to Vygotsky (1987), inner dialogue is charactenzed by the

acquisition and interiorization of the culturally shared apperceptive mass. Contrary to
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Bakhtin's essential difference between the self and other, Vygotsky (1937) maintains

it is the "shared orientation of consciousness" that enables dialogue between

interlocutors (p.275). From vygotsky's perspective, the potential for dialogic

success is maximized when speech is embodied in a single consciousness. He clearly

states' "This shared apperception is complete and absolute in the social interaction

with oneself that takes place in inner speech" (p. Z7e.

Paradoxically, I find myself arguing that neither of the preceding views,

Bakhtin's nor Vygotsky's, adequately reflects the heteroglossia inherent in all speech

acts. If all utterances constitute the locus where centripetal and centrifugal forces

collide then both difference and sha¡ed apperception are necessary for

communication. It must be noted that Bakhtin relies on the idea of the shared

apperceptive background to frame the self within the possibility of addressivity.

Shared orientation of consciousness is fundamental to the creation of the zone of

proximal development and as I shall demonstrate Iater in this thesis, to the existence

of interpretive communities (Fish, i9g0, p.r4). Difference, on the other hand, is

what motivates us to traverse the gap between two levels of consciousness. Without

it, and here I agree with Bakhtin, what would be the point?

Intertextuality and the Zone of proximal Development

Returning to Bakhtin's (/Volosinov's) (1929 /lgi3) starement rhar

"consciousness can arise and become a living fact only in the material embodiment of

signs" (p. I 1) leads one to envision language as the means by which human beings
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organize thoughts and transmit cultural signs and values (Holquist, 1990). Both in

Bakhtinian and vygotskian terms, learning to talk is learning to think. The

transmission of culture and language is a process that begins at birth, usually within

the family context, and is extended throughout life intertextually. This complex act

of translation demands that children actively accommodate and assimilate the

information transmitted through the extensive language capability of the adult within

their own limited linguistic capacity through a process of semantic reduction

(Holquist, 1990). Consistent with Kristeva's (1980) definition of intertextual

transposition, the child transposes her/himself into the more expansive textual system

of the adult.

Vygotsky emphasizes the concept of tutoring âs an intertextual means through

which children are able to assimilate new knowledge. Tutoring entails the presence

of a more leamed other who is attentive to the child's performance and responds

accordingly. This assistance by the more competent other is provided in the form of a

loan of consciousness (Bruner, 1986). At a young age, children receive this loan of

consciousness from their parents' "surplus of seeing" and possibly from that oftheir

siblings and extended family members or caregivers. Early in his career, Bakhtin,

too, emphasized the social conditioning consistent with children's primary dialogic

encounters with their mothers, claiming that children receive all initial determinations

of themselves and of their bodies from their mothers' words (Bakhtin in Holquist,

1e90).
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As children grow and experience life outside of the family milieu, they

expand the intertextual possibilities by engaging in intersubjective encounters with an

increasing number of others. Once children enter school, much of their day is spent

as tutees. The kind of tutoring provided will determine how children are conditioned

to leam and the degree to which they are able to construct knowledge from their

social environment.

Bakhtin's speech Genres in vygotsky's zone of Proxímal Development

Within the dialogic context, tutoring also involves an authoritative or "third

voice" (Bakhtin, 1981; 1986; Jauss, 1989)-a voice beyond the self and other but

distinctly part of the dialogue. This "third voice" may embody a variety of authorial

discourses including commonly held beliefs, cultural traditions, sacred texts,

dominant political ideologies, scientifically verified truths, and the school curiculum.

This characteristic "third voice" is often determined by the tutor's agenda and is quite

plausibly manifested in the hidden or latent curriculum. The dialogic genre is defined

by an asymmetry of interlocutors. The leverage of centripetal and centrifugal forces

that charactenze the dialogic relation among the first voice or speaking subject, the

second or addressee's voice and the third or superaddressee's voice which, as Bakhtin

asserts, often seeks communicative agency in the first voice whether author or

speaking subject, becomes another background against which to assess the dialogism

in theories of reader response and to determine the dialogic possibilities in various
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classroom practices. The interplay between speaking subject, addressee and

superaddressee may be represented as follows (Figure 2):

Figure 2. Dialogic Genres. The dialogic genre is defined by rhe
asymmetry of power between interlocutors and the degree to
which the authoritative third voice seeks communicative agency
through the first voice.

In their essay, "Zone of Proximal Development: Dialogue, Othemess, and the

'Third Voice'," Cheyne and Tarulli (1999) draw from Bakhtin's (1981, 1986)

writings and Jauss' (1989) hermeneutic method of question and answer to identify

three dialogical genres for the zone of proximal development-the Magistral

dialogue, the Socratic dialogue and the Menippean dialogue.

The Magistral dialogue reflects Bakhtin's authoritative discourse and is

reminiscent of the empirical nature of hermeneutical inquiry up until the nineteenth
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century. In traditional theological hermeneutics, interpretation depended on an

external authority-a magisterium. Indeed the Magistral dialogue maintains the

superiority of the first (Magistral) voice over the second (novitiate) voice through the

introduction of an authoritative third voice. According to Bakhtin (1986), the third

voice represents various ideological expressions such as those reflected in the word of

God, sacred texts, claims made by the scientific and medical communities, political

agendas, perceived absolute truths, and rationality itself. Magistral dialogues that

establish the superiority of teacher over the child are maintained through rational

models of school curriculum that assume a built-in telos or endpoint, in this case, a

hierarchically-ordered educational goal or skill to be mastered or acquired. These

models typically embrace common curriculum frameworks that promote membership

in and adherence to the shared apperceptive mass through prescribed standards and

outcomes.

The Magistral voice exerts a unifying and rule-governing force that constrains

open dialogue by negating the contribution of the second voice. As Cheyne and

Tarulli (1999) explain, "The first and the third voice presume to know where the

dialogue is heading. Deviations from the proper trajectory are noted and corrections

initiated" (p.12). According to Bakhtin (1981), the authoritative voice denies all

possibility of representation; it can only be transmitted. Unable to enter into hybrid

constructions, the authoritative voice that characterizes the Magistral dialogue,

"enters the artistic context as an alien body, there is no space around it to play in, no

contradictory emotions-it is not surrounded by an agitated or cacophonous dialogic
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life..." (p.3a$. Bakhtin's assertion supports my belief that dominant rational

models of curriculum that subscribe to Tyler's (1949) concrete elements of

instructional programming are sustained in part through an institutionalized disregard

for the aesthetic dimension of learning and a lack of opportunity for responsive

understanding. Magistral dialogues are associated with the communication model of

reading (Eco,I979). The following representation (Figure 3) depicts the one-way

transmission from speaking subject (author) to addressee (reader) charactenzing the

Magistral dialogue.

-------------+

Figure 3. Magistral Dialogue. The Magistral dialogue reflects the
transmission model (Straw, 1990) of reading in which information is
shunted from the sender (author) Addressee (reader) via the Message
(text) (Eco, 1919).

Socratic dialogues are charactenzedby ambivalence (Bakhtin, 1981). Open-

ended and suspicious of consensus, Socratic dialogues implicate the pupil in the
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dialogic context. The pupil becomes a sort of questioning other, who, in the process

of assuming greater responsibility in negotiating meaning, develops a sensitivity to

ambiguity (Bruner, 1986) yielding instructional contexts which promote what Eisner

(2002) describes as "constructive diversity." While pupils assimilate the words of

others, they nevertheless engage in the activity of reworking and re-accentuating

those wo¡ds to transform the Magistral dialogue into a Socratic dialogue, which at

any moment may be turned against the authority of the third voice (Cheyne & Tarulli,

1999; Foucault, 1978). The Socratic dialogue encourages pupils to be more attentive

to the relationship rather than the rule. The ascending second voice acts as a

decentralizing force disrupting the authority of the third voice and undermines the

possibility of resolution and consensus. More importantly, in the Socratic dialogue,

the acknowledged superior competencies of the expert other are usurped. Here the

tutor and the tutee enter into a dialogic give and take-a "discursive game" (Lyotard,

1984) that can potentially alter the self-understanding of the ruror through

interillumination. cheyne and Tarulli (1999) define the degree to which the

Magistral dialogue becomes Socratic according to

the extent that the child's voice asserts itself in unpredicted and challenging

ways...and the opportunity arises for the role of the tutor to be modified. The

tutor's stance toward the child may now require an openness not only to the

child but also to otherwise previously unquestioned prejudices guiding

Magistral dialogue in the ZPD. (p. V)
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In the following representation (Figure 4), a questioning arrow from addressee

(reader) to speaking subject (author) distinguishes the Socratic dialogue from the

Magistral's more direct transmission mode of discourse. The decentered position of

the "third voice" indicates its diminished authority.

Figure 4. Socratic Dialogue. socratic dialogues are characterized by
ambivalence. The pupil, or in the literary context, the reader, becomes a
questioning other, who assumes a greater responsibility for negotiating
meaning. The third voice has less authority in maintaining the superiority
of the first voice over the second voice.

The Menippean dialogue epitomizes the clash between the centripetal forces

of the authorìtative third voice and the centrifugal forces of the second voice as the

first voice resists the changing status of the second voice. At the same time, the

second voice now gaining strength, jeopardizes the tutor's capacity to interpret the

authority that is at first questioned and subsequently rejected. euestioning in

Menippean dialogue is mocking and cynical, reflecting the notion of carnival and the
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parody in Menippean satire (Bakhtin, 1981). The Menippean evokes the idea of a

Iiberatory subversion. The questioning associated with the Socratic and Menippean

dialogues seems well suited to critical investigations into literature, and the notion of

Menippean subversion serves to support the argument for Suleiman's (i980) negative

helmeneutic or reading against the text as described in Chapter 5. The usurped

authority of the third voice and the ascending second voice are depicted in the

diagram (Figure 5) that follows:

Figure 5. Menippean Dialogue. In the Menippean dialogue, the
questioning second voice turns against the authority of the third voice.
what distinguishes the Socratic dialogue from the Menippean dialogue is
the degree to which the ascending second voice acts as a decentralizing
force undermining the possibility of resolution and consensus. There is a
sort of liberatory subversion but note that although diminished, the "third
voice" is always present.
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Summary

In summary, both Bakhtin and Vygotsky describe a dialogic consciousness

that emerges from a socio-historical context. Læarning, Vygotsky argues, is not an

exclusive function of maturation. His assertion that every concept that appears on the

intra-psychologicaì plane lives first on the inter-psychological plane parallels the life

of Bakhtin's utterance, which is invariably created from lives past. Childten grow

into their world through ever-expanding intertextual encounters with an increasing

number of others. The social nature of learning is exemplified in Vygotsky's (197S)

zone of proximal development in which the child traverses one level of consciousness

to another through the assistance of a more competent other.

In tutoring relationships, a more expefi other "lends" consciousness to the

child (Bruner, 1986). In Kristeva's terms, the process involves a semantic reduction

as the child intertextually transposes her/himself into the more expansive textual

system of the adult. According to Vygotsky, this transposition is made possible

through the "shared orientation of consciousness." Bakhtin, on the other hand, argues

that the dffirence between self and other is what contributes to our capacity to bridge

the gap between consciousnesses. I believe that a synthesis of the two views enables

us to account for all possibilities. A constructive integration of Bakhtin's (1981)

dialogic genres and vygotsky's (1978) zone of proximal development yields

important insights into the nature and quality of tutoring relationships and permits us

to identify instructional aspects of classroom practice that may ultimately determine

the reperloire of reader response exhibited by students. In Chapters 4 and 5, I will
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continue to explore the constant contest between monologism and dialogism in the

Magistral, Socratic, and Menippean dialogues as they pertain to the literary text and

theories of reader response.
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Chapter 4

Dialogism in Theories of Reader Response

In recent years, much attention has been paid to legitimizing reader response

in language arts and its fundamental role in fostering dialogue and critical thinking

among students. (Appleman,1990; Beach, L993; Daniels, 1994; Hanssen, Harste, &

short, 1990;Harste, short, & Burke, 1988; Hynds, 1990, 1991;Moffett, 1990). This

chapter explores how several theories of reader response promote dialogism and

examines their potential for developing a socially critical consciousness.

Transactional theories of reader response define the central purposes for reading as

being internal to and generated by the reader (Straw & Bogdan, 1990, p. 3 emphasis

in the original) and examine the role of the reader in the reading process. In

transactional terms, actualization (Maslow, 1954) or the fulfillment of a set of needs

and desires becomes the primary goal of reading. Accordingly, readers read to

extract from the text the interpretation, concepts, or information that actualizes their

own pafticular needs and desires. However, despite the emphasis on the reader,

reader-response criticism comprises a number of theoretical orientations that

implicate, among other things, the author's perception of audience, the text and its

implied readers, the status of the reader within the social context, and the linguistic

structures that delineate the interpretative parameters.

In Anglo-American criticism, reader-response criticism is seen as a reaction to

New Criticism and in particular, Wimsatt and Beardsley's (1949) "The Affective
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Fallacy" which insists on distinguishing between the poem and its results. Those who

first began to investigate the inseparability of the literary work and its effects include

Harding and Rosenblatt in the 1930's. But the reader-response movement actually

took hold in the aftermath of psycholinguisitics (Chomsky, I95l) and structuralisr

criticism (Frye, 1951: Booth, 1961) in which reading courd no ronger be

conceptualized as a "one-way transmission of ideas from either author or text to

reader" (Straw, 1990, p. 59).

Reader-response theorists describe the active understanding of readers

engaged in the production of meaning through an interaction of their beliefs and

experiences with the literary text (Straw & Bogdan, 1990). Bakhtin (1981), however,

describes an active understanding that is both responsive and "a fundamental force,

one that participates in the formulation of discourse...one that discourse senses as

resistance or support enriching the discourse" (pp. 280-28I). The hermeneutics of

Bakhtin's active understanding is, in many ways, similar to Gadamer's (1975) "fusion

of horizons" in which interlocutors engage in an open-ended dialogic interchange

"leading to mutual self-understanding...best effected through a free and uncoerced

exchange of perspectives and views" (Gardiner, 1992,p. 113). And while texts do

not actually "talk" to readers, dialogism is never unitary. It depends on the active

understanding of at least two, the self and other. The role of the author, as described

in Chapter 2, is that of the speaking subject, active in relation to the reader's " living,

autonomous consciousness" (Bakhtin in Mihailovic, r99J , p. zl9, emphasis in the

original). From a Bakhtinian viewpoint, the presumed ontological privilege of the
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reader in most theories of reader response constitutes a normative stasis, that is, a

position from which the reader reads to stabilize perceived structures in the text.

While such a perspective may allow the reader to stand in immediate dialectical

opposition to the author's words, it ignores the ambivalence inherent in the literary

text that is constantly in a state of production.

How do theories of reader response reflect the social construction of meaning?

To what extent does the individual subjectivity in theories of reader response

compromise dialogism in the literary context? As educators and academics, how

does our understanding of reader response determine the codes upon which our

students produce meaning through their transactions with text? The literary text

constitutes another field of answerability in which the intimate connection between

Ianguage and existence can be seen in the structure of self/other relations. Readers

use the linguistic and narrative patterns of the textual utterance to order the chaos of

environmental stimuli to reconstruct their world view. The critical orientations we

adopt in the classroom are likely to be the approaches available to our students as

they engage in the process of constructing meaning from literary texts. In a field

whe¡e we purport that theory guides our instructional practice, we are compelled to

examine more closely our understanding of particular critical orientations that may

either enhance, or inhibit, internal and external dialogue. I offer the following

analysis to examine the extent to which Iser's (I974) phenomenological approach,

Rosenblatt's (1978) "lived-through experience" and Fish's (1976) "interpretive

communities" (P. 14) account for a dialogic consciousness or, on the other hand,
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adhere to the centralizing forces that serve to create the artificial unity of the

monologic utterance.

Wolfuang Iser: The Phenomenology of Reading

Iser's phenomenological approach to understanding the role of the reader

evolves from Edmund Husserl's hermeneutic method in which understanding is

achieved through an anticipatory movement. According to Husserl, the work of

phenomenology is the constitution of flux. Iser (1978) believes that the literary

experience induces the reader to constitute the work's intention by ordering the

aesthetic effects of the text discursively. Consistent with Bakhtin's and Vygotsky,s

possibility of traversing one level of consciousness to another and Kristeva's notion

of intertextuality, Iser conceives of interpretation as the act of coping with the liminal

space resulting from something being transposed into something else. However, in

TIrc Range of Interpretation,Iser (2000) contends that interpretation is a form of

translatability and therefore interpretation depends on what gets translated. This is an

important contention that establishes the role of the reader in the act of interpretation

as being determined by the salient features of the text. While Iser (1980) uses the

phenomenological theory of art to argue that "in considering a literary work, one must

take into account not only the actual text but also, and in equal measure, the actions

involved in responding to that text" (p. 50), he describes the phenomenology of the

reading process only insofar as it is circumscribed by the parameters of the text itself.
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Iser believes that a reader's interaction with the literary text ultimately leads to

an enhanced self-cntical consciousness. Reading demands that we bring to the text

our own codes and conventions that are subject to frustrations of expectation or

interruptions in the flow creating a gestall in the virtual dimension-a

defamiliarization that not only opens up opportunities for multiple realizations but

interrogates our norrnative ways of seeing. Iser's (1980) belief that "the potential text

is infinitely richer than any of its individual realizations" (p. 55) but only as long as

the reader's actualization renders the text intemally consistent (Eagleton, 1996) is a

good indication that this inter¡ogation operates in a singular direction, that is from

text to reader.

Iser envisions the literary work to be translated as having two poles-the

artistic, which refers to the text written by the author, and the esthetic, which refers to

the reader's realization of the artistic text. The virtual text dialogically claims an

addressee, what Iser (1978) termed the "implied reader" (p. 35). His assertion that

the literary text cannot be identical with either the actual text or the rcalizatLon of the

text, but lies halfway between the two, recalls Bakhtin's notion of the heterglot text

and the tripartite construction of meaning. However, further analysis of the "virtual

text" and the "implied reader" in Iser's phenomenological approach reveals a text that

is privileged with greater authority in the dialogic anangement. Traversing the

virtual plane between reader and text is what lends the literary work its inherent

dynamism, but in Iser's estimation it relies on the ¡eader using a variety of

schematized views offered by the text to "fill in gaps" to create meaning. Reading is
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only pleasurable when it is active and creative depending on the unwritten aspects of

the text to draw the reader's participation (Iser, 1980, p. 50-51).

Iser (1978) elaborates on the schematized views presented in the text in order

to dispel any criticism that his theory reflects subjective anarchy. The implied reader

orients him/herself from a standpoint derived from the convergence of the shifting

textual perspectives that include "those of the naffator, the characters, the plot and the

fictitious reader" (p. 35), all of which combine to project the author's vision. The role

of Iser's reader is to "occupy shifting vantage points...geared to a prestructured

activity and to fit the diverse perspectives into a gradually evolving pattern" (p. 35).

In other words, the reader's perspective contributes to the production of meaning only

in so far as it coalesces with the various standpoints in the text. In this way, Iser

argues that the relative indeterminacy of the text allows a spectrum of actualizations

granting the reader the right to fulfill the role of implied reader in different ways as

long as the text is rendered internally consistent. Iser contends that his theory favors

both text and reader, since the reader ìs granted the experience to bring out "the ideal

standard of objectivist theory as an inherent quality of the text" (p. 24). But to my

mind the authoritative voice in this Iserian dialogue is clearly the text. It grants,

allows, induces, but is never answerable.

Iser's virtual dimension operates on the premise that the preexisting text

conditions the interaction between reader and text. In The Act of Reading: A Theory

of Aesthetic Response,Iser (1978) states, "it is clear that acts of comprehension are

guided by the structures of the text" (p. 24). He explains that the virtual world
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presented by the text is made possible through what Ingarden refers to as intentional

sentence correlatives. "Sentences link up in different ways to form more complex

units of meaning.. .." (Ingarden in Iser, 1980, p. 52). In other words, a sentence does

not consist solely of a statement but aims to say something beyond what it states on

an immediate level. It is through the interaction of a complex of sentences that the

aim is fulfilled. "In their capacity as statements, observations, purveyors of

information, [sentences] are always an indication of something that is to come, the

structure of which is foreshadowed by their specific content" (Iser, 19g0, p. 53).

Governed by the perspectives offered by the text, the reader engages in a back and

forth movement between anticipation and confirmation, constantly building up

expectations of what is to come next, in order for the text to unfold itself.

Iser's phenomenological approach claims, "Central to the reading of every

literary work is the interaction between its structure and its recipient,, (p.20).

Moreover, meaning is conceived of "as something that happens" (Iser, 197g, p.22)

rather than being constructed collaboratively. These basic tenets of Iser's theory of

reader response conjure images of the reader as "recipient" (p. 20) of this

transcendental message and the text as the "source of production" (p. 27). The

reading process entails a reader actively contributin gto repro(Jucing textual meaning

rather than the collaborative production of meaning as described in Bakhtin's dialogic

epistemology. Despite all this seemingly productive acriviry-filling in gaps, dancing

back and forth between anticipation and confirmation, and transforming the aesthetic

to the discursive, the reader essentially remains an empty vessel waiting to be filled.
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A number of critics have also cited several problems with Iser's

phenomenological approach to reading. His theory assumes that the reader is actively

engaging in the construction of meaning while simultaneously establishing the text as

independent of the reader's meaning-making (Freund, 1981). The attempts to fill in

the indeterminacies of the text are aimed at creating a coherent totality-the organic

wholeness associated with New Criticism, and depend on reducing, or as Iser calls it,

"normalizing" the polysemantic possibilities within the framework of text

conventions. Iser recognizes the significance of the reader's prior knowledge in the

concretization of multiple realizations, however his awareness of the social dimension

of reading is eclipsed by his concentration on the aesthetic aspects of the text

(Eagleton, 1996). The concretization (Ingarden in Iser, 1978) of the text arrived at

through the schematized views presented by the text itself appears antithetical to the

"unfinalizability" of Bakhtin's dialogism. And while Iser's "virtual text" apparently

invests greater authority in the text, and less in the individual disposition of the

reader, it nevertheless denies the ambivalence of the dialogic text that is constantly in

a state of production.

In later writings, Iser (2000) acknowledges Bakhtin's contribution to a

hermeneutics of suspicion, in which the individuality of sign usage comes under

scrutiny. In his own words, he credits Bakhtin for alerting us that "the words of a

language have traversed very many different contexts in their history, and what they

have accumulated over time in terms of denotations and connotations is never fully in

the orbit of the language user" (Iser, 2000, p. 46). But, in defense of the textual
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parameters of inte¡pretation, Iser looks to Schleiermacher, to argue that regardless of

the inexhaustibility of meaning, the actual use of language is selective, and such

selectivity is indicative of the author's attitude to the words concerned. The primary

aim of Schleirmacher's hermeneutical method was "to understand an author better

than he understood himselfl'(in Iser, 2000,p.46). Iser accepts this approach to

understanding "the strange or foreign speech" (Schleirmacher in Iser, 2000, p. 55) of

the author as fundamentally text oriented. In this dialogic affangement between

reader and text, Iser endows the author with the authoritative third voice of the

Magistral dialogue. As the first voice in this dialogic relation, the literary text does

not allow for the questioning other. The constitution of flux, the stabilization

incurred as a result of anticipating regularities within the text itself, ensures that the

text is never fully subjected to interrogation by a reader consistent with the second

voice in the Socratic dialogue or, consequently, to the Menippean subversion

perpetrated by a more cynical and ¡esistant reader. As a result, the reader's response

remains essentially text-bound.

Interestingly, I find Iser's "implied reader" reminiscent of my high school and

undergraduate experience, where students were invited to fill in the gaps and regulate

the indeterminacies of the text, as long as they did it "correctly." Filling in the gaps

to reenact essentially what the author has composed already requires a reader who

possesses the innate knowledge of the underlying structures. Given that knowledge

of these structures is not some transcendental gift, students learn quickly to reiterate

the analysis presented in class or get hold of the commercially prepared Coles notes
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to write the assigned essay. In undergraduate classes, more astute students learn to

search the library stacks for collections of literary analyses that hold the promise of

providing the authoritative word of literary critics, some of whom may have actually

interviewed the author. Iser's "implied reader" finds him/herself in an interlocutory

relationship in which the text and the author, or within the Vygotskian context of the

tutoring relationship, the first and the third voices of the Magistral dialogue, presume

to know where the conversation is headed (cheyne & Tarulli, ßgg).

But while critics and teachers may possess a greater or more well-developed

repertoire of interpretive strategies than students, their selection of what structures are

or are not examined implies an act of subjective interpretation. Whether or not this

subjectivity is acknowledged, teaching certain structures as more predominant than

others lends itself to reinforcing the political and ideological agenda of the

authoritative third voice described in Chapter 3. Such an orientation to reading finds

comfortable and easy ground in an established canon since sheer repetition guarantees

that teachers can assume greater confidence presenting what they have already

confirmed counts in a particular text while absolving themselves of the responsibility

of evaluating the merit of any other interpretation than the one reputed to have been

prestructured by the language in the text. Iser's and Schleimacher's assertion that

texts embody authorial intentions and the job of the reader is to understand those

intentions by exposing dominant structures does not validate the experience of the

reader who places greater emphasis on other presumably "lesser" structures or

discovers structures previously undetected. The unfinalizability born of the heterglot
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text depends on the reader's sensitivity to ambiguity. According to Iser's theory, the

constitution of flux, albeit dynamic, negates any possibility of Bakhtinian

ambivalence. The anticipatory movement of the vinual text purportedly guides the

reader toward the teleological possibility of definitive meaning. As educators, we

need to identify what we can learn from Iser's phenomenological approach to reading

and to reflect critically upon those aspects that may delimit potential understanding

by denying a questioning reader.

In "Reading Ourselves," Schweickart (1989) presents the prospect of reading

against the text to challenge the passivity of the "implied reader" who is prevented

from assuming a critical stance inconsistent with those exhibited by the vantage

points in the text, namely those originating with the narrator, the character, the plot,

or the fictitious reader (Iser, 1978). It helps to remind one that the fictitious reader is

a construct of the author and is not synonymous with the real reader. While I believe

that readers do actively fill in the indeterminacies of the text to make meaning and

consciously or unconsciously submit to the text to varying degrees, Iser's theory does

not adequately account for either literature as a social institution or reading as a

learned and therefore highly socialized activity (Schweickaft, 1989). A social

perspective on reading compels us to examine how texts are constructed and how that

construction contributes to the dialogic inclusion or exclusion of particular

communities of readers. For example, unlike Iser's phenomenological approach to

the reading process, feminist and Marxist criticism, seek to expose the hegemonic

power structures that inhere in reading and composition and to elucidate the unwitting
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compliance of those marginalized. The potential of these perspectives and others to

enhance dialogism within the instructional context and to promote the ethics of

answerability is further explored in Chapter 5.

Louise Rosenblatt: The "Líved Through Experience"

A work of art, no matter how old or classic is actually not just potentially, a

work of art only when it lives in some individual experience. A piece of

parchment, of marble, of canvas, it remains self-identical throughout the ages.

But as a work of art it is re-created every time it is aesthetically

experienced.... The PaÍhenon, or whatever, is universal because it can

continue to inspire new person al realizations in experience. (Dew ey, 1934, pp.

108-109)

In Dewey, Rosenblatt (1978) finds the philosophic base for her transactional

theory of reader response (p. xi). In the preface to The Reader, the Text, the poetn,

Rosenblatt claims, "a text, once it leaves its author's hands, is simply paper and ink

until a reader evokes from it a literary work-sometimes, even, a literary work of art"

(p' ix). Reading, according to Rosenblatt, is a two-way process that involves a reader

and a text at a particular time, under particular circumstânces.

Rosenblatt (1978) distinguishes between the "text" and the "poem." In her

transactional theory, lhe "text" is a series of printed signs interpretable as linguistic

symbols. By contrast, the "poem" assumes the active engagement of a reader with a

text and comes to stand for all literary works of art including novels, plays, poems
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and short stories. At first glance, the poem appears to assume dialogism's temporal

and spatial simultaneity. Rosenblatt (1978) describes it as an event in time and not an

object or an aesthetic ideal. The poem signifies a "coming-together" (p.12) of reader

and text in which:

The words in their particular pattern stir up elements of memory, activate

areas of consciousness. The reader, bringing past experience of language and

of the world to the task, sets up tentative notions of a subject, of some

framework into which to fit the ideas as the words unfurl." (Rosenblatt,lgg3,

p. 6)

If, through further reading, the reader discovers that the words do not fit his/her

tentative framework, then it is revised and is open to new possibilities. In other

words, the "text" remains a self-identical object until it is transformed in transaction

with the reader and becomes the "poem."

In her theory of reader response, Rosenblatt employs the word 'utterance'

differently than Bakhtin. Relying on Dewey and Bentley's transactional formulation,

Rosenblatt (1978) defines the abstract text in literary critical terms as an utterance or

"a set of words that meet all the syntactic requirements" (p. 19) that nevertheless "can

mean different things in different contexts" (p. 19). In a departure from Bakhtin,

Rosenblatt distinguishes the utterance from the speech act or poem, which depends

on the existence of "a speaker and a listener sharing the same language and rules of

communication in a particular context under particular conditions" (p. 19). While this

distinction between utterance and speech act parallels Saussure's differentiation
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between langue and parole, there is an obvious shift from the structuralist focus on

the analysis of the utterance to the transactional occupation with the complex

interactions that constitute the speech act. However, the unity in meaning derived

from the dependency on shared interpretive strategies and social structures as a

necessary condition for the evocation of the poenx defies the continual collision of

centripetal and centrifugal forces of Bakhtin's heteroglossia and, like Iser's

phenomenological approach, fails to address unequal power anangements between

interlocutors in the act of reading.

According to Bakhtin, dialogism naturally inheres in the utterance itself, once

again recalling that words cannot be divorced from their particular speaker or for that

mâtter, escape social saturation. Addressivity is grounded in the belief that a speaker

and a listener are dialogically present in all utterances. The speeclz act therefore, lives

in the dialogic utterance as a preexisting condition. Moreover, the transformation of

the abstract text into the poem is not necessarily the sole responsibility of the reader.

The words on a page can engage the dialogic consciousness of the author as much as

they do that of the reader. In other words, the text becomes a "lived through

experience" (Rosenblatt, 1978) and is no less a "poem" when it mediates the

conversation between the author and an imagined audience or when the author

engages in dialogue with the characters s/he has created. Rosenblatt not onìy

separates the author from her/his words, but negates the author entirely as a dialogic

participant in a "two-way process" that recognizes the reader in transaction with the

abstract text. Despite her acknowledgment of an author consciously creating an
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image of a potential reader or addressee, this is as far as the author is allowed to

venture onto the dialogic literary terrain, cast out by the reader's relationship with the

text. Curtailing any possibility of writing as conversation (Clark, 1990), Rosenblatt

(1978) asserts, "the reader ultimately has only the text to guide him " (p.76).

The "lived through experience" seems to imply the "unfinalizability" of

Bakhtin's dialogue for "[e]xperience," writes Dewey (1910) "has to do with

production.. .. It deals with generation, becoming, not with finality, being" (p. 200,

emphasis in the original). Consistent with Dewey's generative notion of experience,

the "lived through experience" of transactional reading implies multiple interpretive

possibilities reflective of the collective experience of the individual reader and the

context in which the transaction takes place. Rosenblatt (197S) contends that the act

of reading is inherently social and not to be considered as an isolated event.

To speak of any reading event in isolation is, ofcourse, to set up a useful

fiction for analysis. Actually, as the analogy with the speech act indicates,

any reading act is the result of a complex social nexus. Language is a socially

generated and socially generative phenomenon." (p. 20)

The complex social nexus comes to represent the convergence of the

individual reader's collective experience and the socìo-physical context in which the

reading takes place enabling the reader to "call forth from memory of his world what

the visual or auditory stimuli symbolize for him " (p. 2l). while I believe rhis

transactional approach accounts in part for the social constitution of the reader and

what s/he senses the words point to, it does not go far enough to exploit the reader's
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membership in intersecting and often competing "interpretive communities" (Fish,

1980) or the dialogic simultaneity of a text that intertexually engages other texts. The

image of the solitary reader reaching deep within him/herself to connect with the text

in actualizing ways to extend the reader's experience outwardly (Rosenblatt, 197g)

does not adequately address dialogism's project of bndging the gap between the

individual and society. Since Rosenblatt's "lived through experience" is virtually

synonymous with many teachers' understanding of reader response, I cannot

emphasize enough that traversing one level of consciousness to another in order to

arrive at new social, cultural, and historical meanings through the dialogic spaces

created by literary texts alsct means stepping outside of oneself and attempting to read

the text through the eyes of the other, not in an âttempt to fuse identities but to

examine our own incompleteness. In the process, we may acquire new critical

perspectives, or in Bakhtinian terms, alien meanings, for authoring the literary text,

ourselves, and our world.

Bakhtin's later contribution to the Russian field of culturology, which

examines, among other things, whether cultures can genuinely learn from one

another, suggests that one must first acknowledge one's own uniqueness to

understand its potential to influence any other uniqueness (Emerson, 1996). Bakhtin

supports fostering a love for difference and rejects the idea that in order to gain a

greater understanding of a foreign culture, one must totaìly abandon one's own

perspective to fully adopt the view of others. Such a path to understanding, if it were
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even possible, would result in mere duplication. In a 1970 interview with Novy Mir, a

journal for Soviet intellectuals, Bakhtin cornments:

After all, a person cannot actually see or make sense of even his own exterior

appearance as whole, no mirrors or photographs will help him, only others can

see and understand his authentic exterior thanks to their spatial outsideness

and thanks to the fact that they are others.. .. In the realm of culture,

outsideness ìs the most powerful lever of understanding. (in Emerson, 1996,

emphasis in the original, p. 110)

The full dialogic potential of the literary experience needs to encompass the spatial

"outsideness" (Bakhtin, 1990, p. 88) that allows the reader to step in and out of the

text. In like fashion, Langer (2001) advocates "stepping into,"',moving through,"

and "stepping back" as textual orientations "to explore the horizons of possibilities

for literary understanding" (pp. 7-9). This capacity to exteriori ze the text enables us

to examine ourselves against the perspectives of others. Bakhtin would maintain that

actualization or the emergence of the authentic self cannot occur without the

perception of a separate consciousness.

Rosenblatt purports that the reader's stance along a continuum between

aesthetic and efferent reading is likely to direct the meaning constructed in transaction

with a given text. Efferent comes from the Latin ffirre meaning,,to carry away',

and, as the etymology would suggest, efferent reading concerrìs itself with carrying

away information, lexical meaning, explanations, or directions. Aesthetic comes

from the Greek aesthetes, meaning "one that perceives." As Rosenblatt (1993)
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explains, the aesthetic stance allows a "much broader range of elements to rise into

consciousness; not simply the abstract concepts that the words point to, but also what

those objects or referents stir up ofpersonal feelings, ideas and attitudes" (p. 7).

Readers may rely on the socio-physical setting or the words in the text alone to

determine their stance (Rosenblatt,I978, p. 78). She suggests that no reading is

completely efferent or aesthetic and readers may oscillate between the two stances as

the transaction with text often calls upon their "selective attention to the reading

process" (p. 43) This selective attention is central to Rosenblatt's definition of the

aesthetic experience and refers to the degree to which the reader draws "selectively

on the resources of his own fund of experience and sensibility to provide and

organize the substance of his response" (p. a3).

In aesthetic reading, this complex selective activity occurs within an

"experiential matrix or stream of thought and feeling" (Rosenbl an", 19J8, p. 43), and

Rosenblatt suggests that the formulation of the literary work and the intrinsic

recognition ofthe individual consciousness are not necessarily the products of

conscious choice. The recognition of the individual consciousness within the lived

through experience of the reader is reminiscent of Heidegger's (I972) aletheia or

"unconceal¡¡s¡["-¿¡ opening to Being and thinking. I have no doubt that evoking

an aesthetic response has the potential to provoke an awakening of what lies beneath.

And while it is my contention that scripted curricula and the overriding focus on the

attainment of performance standards compromises education's potential to build

aesthetic capacity constituting nothing less than an institutionalized violation of the
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self, I am not alone in warning of the danger of the passive acceptance of an authentic

self revealed through the "lived through experience." In "Beyond Actualization,"

Willinsky (1990) cautions that the openness associated with what becomes the

authentic moment of actualization "needs to be tempered...with an equal openness to

how it has been constructed through language" (p. 19). In much of Bakhtin's later

writings in the 1960's and '70's, attention is concentrated on the task of the self

becoming an individualized, yet socially integrated personality (Emerson, 1996). Just

to add to the confusion surrounding the notion of "authentic" anything, from a

dialogic perspective, I question whether actualization of an identity continually in a

state of becoming is even possible. Certainly, Bakhtinian dialogism works to dispel

the notions of essentialist identities or the truly original idea.

It is not that dialogism takes total exception to Rosenblatt's (1978) premise

that "[a]ll reading is carried on in a matrix of experienced meaning: efferent reading

gives attention primarily to the referent alone; aesthetic reading places the

experienced meaning in the full light of awareness and involves the selective process

of creating a work of art" (p. 75). In approximating the dynamism of language

implied by hybridizations (Holquist, 1981) and the spatialized word (Kristeva, 1980),

Rosenblatt (i978) argues that one cannot consider the literal apart from the total

import of the word without destroying it as an aesthetic entity. However, according

to Rosenblatt's dynamic, the dialogic life of the word is contained within the notion

of the reader's "selective attention...to the multiple possibilities offered by the text"

@.43). The dialogic realm of Rosenblatt's "lived through experience" is delineated
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by a text that sets the "degrees of awareness accorded to the referential import and to

the experiential process being lived through" (p. 43). That is to say, the text

determines the stance the reader ultimately assumes.3 While I do not argue that

readers regularly submit to textual authority in a variety of circumstances,

Rosenblatt's articulation of the "lived through experience" is not comprehensive

enough to account for the possibility of reading as a social or political act and is but

one framework for textual analysis, one that does not invite interrogation by the

reader. According to Emerson (1996), Bakhtin contends that "human beings make

use of signs, but are never constrained or defined by them" (p. 4). Assuming a

dialogic and often dialectical stance to reading depends on our understanding that the

inherent structures of a text, verbal or otherwise, are socially constructed and are

therefore subject to the same temporal and spatial positioning characteristic of readers

themselves. Moreover, the stance we assume in reading particular works and the

resulting critical interpretations are likely to evolve from the extent of our

participation in various and intersecting interpretive communities (Fish, 1980), the

classroom being one of them, and do not necessarily originate within the individual.

For example, as an educator concerned about ecological sustainability, my

immediate aesthetic response to Silverstein's (1964) The Givirtg Tree js

unquestionable concern for an earth, symbolized by the tree, constantly feeding the

consumable spirit of humankind, represented by the boy turned man in the story. My

'lnlate.writings,Rosenblatt (1gg2)beginstoqualifythelimitsof thetext'sinfluenceonreadersrance
to suggest the possibility of "[f]reeing ourselves from the notion that the text dictates the stance" (p. 8).
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emotional response is further intensified by the gaze of young children, whose eyes

fill with tears as I read the story aloud. From a transactional point of view, reading

the story is indeed an actualizing experience for student and teacher alike. We are, as

Suleiman (1980) describes, experiencing the positive hermeneutic as reading becomes

a self-confirming experience. However, entering the transaction as dialogic

participants problematizes the actualizing potential of reading and introduces the

possibility of reading against the authority of the text. As I assume the role of the

questioning other, as described in Bakhtin's socratic dialogue, my identity as a

feminist kicks in and I am appalled that Silverstein's tree is granted female status

through the third person pronoun "she" and throughout the story "she" gives

unselfishly to the male. At the point where the tree is left a mere stump and has

virtually nothing left to give, "he" still manages to take and "she" still offers. It never

ceases to surprise me that my immediate aesthetic response rises out of a socially-

constructed female consciousness that cares, nurtures, and enables without

considering the genuine toll of servitude on feminine identities and my complicity in

reinscribing patriarchal codifications of desire. What permits me to assume a

dialectic stance to this text and makes me aware of the androcentricity embedded in

language and, consequently, the act of reading, is not my immediate aesthetic

response but the dialogic activity that organizes and make sense of the more visceral

and emotional responses intra-psychologically according to some inter-psychological

or social framework, in this case feminist poststructuralist theory which rejects an

essentialist notion of a feminine identity.
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From a dialogic perspective, I am apt to reconceptualize the continuum

between aesthetic and efferent reading to incorporate the ethics associated with

addressivity, that is, every utterance entails a response, to argue that the evocation of

the aesthetic response implies if not a simultaneous, at least a contiguous efferent act.

It is this interplay between the aesthetic and the discursive, that is, our capacity to

perceive biological and environmental stimuli and to organize them linguistically that

defines dialogism and constitutes an act of textual transposition. I would like to point

out that assuming an efferent stance is not necessarily synonymous with rendering

reading monologic, nor is the narrowing of the selective attention of the reader

applied exclusively to non-fiction or procedural texts. A Bakhtinian perspective on

reading opens up the selective attention of the reader, regardless of the stance, to

social influences. Indeed, a number of instructional practices aimed at enabling

students to "take away" more from the page such as reciprocal teaching (Palinscar,

1982; Brown & Palinscar, 1985; Palinscar & Brown, 1986), Think, Pair, Share

(Lyman & McTighe, 1992) and cooperative learning strategies (Abrami, Chambers,

Poulsen, DeSimon, D'Appollonia & Howden, 1995; Kagan, 1994) dialogically

engage students in the construction of knowledge. And Think Alouds, which invite

readers to externalize internal dialogue and to voice intertextual connections, have

been shown to be effective at improving reading comprehension (Bereiter & Bird,

1985, Kucan & Beck, 1997) and the ability to summarize (Silven & Vauras, 1992).

By comparison, a diet of efferent reading that depends on monologic didacticism

would entail the me¡e acquisition of knowledge previously ordered linguistically by
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some Magistral authority. For readers, this "transmission" model of reading (Straw,

1990) is a bit like having someone chew our food for us-we ger all the bulk without

the flavor' If I may be permitted to extend this digestive metaphor further, students

are fed what is very often regurgitated or eliminated one way or another on exams,

pop quizzes, and the ubiquitous book reporl, and we are left with very little evidence

of what has actually been absorbed as meaningful.

I contend that reading according to Rosenblatt's (1978) theory is less of a

social process and more of an individual act in which the reader focuses his/her

"attention on the precise responses generated by [the] particular pattem of words,,

within "the limitations of the verbar cues" (p. gg). Similar to Iser,s

phenomenological approach, Rosenblatt maintains a romantic adherence to textual

authonty. In The Reader, the Text, the Poem (lgl8), Rosenblatt explains that a valid

interpretation adhe¡es to the text in two ways: "...the reader's interpretation [cannot]

be contradicted by any element of the text, and that, nothing [can] be projected for

which there is no verbal basis" (p.i 15). The active role of the reader in the

construction of meaning through the lived-through experience is contained insofar as

it does not compromise the bestowed integrity of the text.

The similarity between Iser's "implied reader" and Rosenblatt,s ,,lived

through experience" is undeniable. While Iser's implied readers are filling in gaps,

Rosenblatt's (1978) readers are also relegated to satisfying textual indeterminacies by

dabbing paint from their personal palette of colors to fill in the spaces of an open

mesh. Meaning is illuminated in something of an impressionist painting. Rosenblatt
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insists that the weave of her canvas is open enough to accommodate various degrees

of constraint. And while I love the imagery, Rosenblatt's canvas Iacks the multiple

layers of meaning associated with a matrix of polyvocalic, polyvalent, and multi-

determinant utterances-in painterly terms, the pentimenti of past lives. In contrast to

Bakhtin's assertion that meaning lies in the relatiotz between interlocutors and is both

intersubjective and intertexual, Rosenblatt suggests the most actual readings might lie

within the range of flexibility and rigidity allowed by the textual weave, thereby

granting ontological privilege to the text.

Stanley Físh : " Interpretíve C ommunitie s',

Both Rosenblatt and Iser developed their theories of reader response based on

an autonomous reader in transaction with an essentially autonomous text. The

American critic, Fish (1980) challenges the individual integrity of borh reader and

text with his theory of "interpretive communities" (p.322).

In Fish's view, there can be no objective work of literature-the reader is the

writer. In "Literature and the Reader", Fish (1980) argues the case "for a method of

analysis that focuses on the reader rather than on the artifact" (p.42). Unlike

Rosenblatt and Iser, whose theories of reader response still rely on the reader's

transaction with an objective text, Fish believes, "The objectivity of the text is an

illusion..." (p. 43). In Bakhtinian style, Fish contends that literature is kinetic art,

moving line by line, page by page, constantly changing and inciting the reader to be

aware of her/himself changing accordingly. In his view, the physical form of the text
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as a stationary object is an unfortunate one that often prevents us from perceiving the

temporal dimension of interpretation, a sequence of unfolding events.

To understand the interpretive community as the source of literary meaning,

we have to accept that the activities of the reader "are regarded not as leading to

meaning but as having meaning" (Fish, 1980, p. 158). These activities include ..the

making and revising of assumptions, the rendering and regretting of judgments, the

coming to and abandoning of conclusions, the giving and withdrawing of approval of

answers, the solving of puzzles" (p. 159). The predisposition to perform any of these

acts forms a set of interpretive strategies which constitute the reading itself; that is to

say, these acts are performed as the text unfolds and meaning is not determined (as

hypothesized by linear models of reading) subsequenr ro reading (straw, 1990).

Interpretive communities account for groups of individuals who interpret particular

texts in a similar fashion as a result of their assimilation of shared sign systems. Fish

posits that an individual's interpretation is a function of the social constructs of the

group to which s/he belongs. Readers develop interpretive strategies-habits of

perception, and constructed models for making sense of the world-specific to their

social and historical positions. The shared set of rules intern ahzedby an interpretive

community will promote a sense of uniform understanding among its members,

constrain the production of meaning, and control the range and the direction of

response (Tompkins, I 980).

The idea of the unfolding text is consistent with the Bakhtin's (i98i) ,,alive

and developing" (p. 272) language. Moreover, Fish's "interpretive communities,'
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account for the social constitution of the reader's identity and the unity resulting from

the centripetal or rule-governing forces at work in shaping meaning. The stability of

Fish's interpretive communities can be compared with the collectivity of Bakhtin,s

(1986) speech genres whereby "...each sphere in which language is used develops its

own relatively stable type of [individual] utterances" (p. 60). For unlike Saussure,s

unsystematized and idiosyncratic parole, Bakhtin's word is a social phenomenon that

is studiable precisely because of the social constraints and consequent shared

conventions that shape the utterance. Both Fish's interpretive communities and

Bakhtin's speech genres can provide us with an understanding of the border or limits

of our interpretations.

However, the relative nature of Bakhtin's (1986) speech genres lends them a

plasticity not afforded by the authority of Fish's interpretive communities. Bakhtin

insists on speech genres being "forms of combinations" (p. 8lÐ and "subject to free

creative reformulation" (p. 80). Speech genres are a nexus of gracluated and diverse

dialects. As a unit of communication, the utterance is bounded on either side by a

change of speaking subject. The inevitable penetration of one language into another

in the act of communication presents the possibility of reshaping or substituting

interpretational boundaries. Where Fish's theory begins to fall short of accounting

for dialogism's heteroglossia is his failure to elaborâte on the consequences of the

dynamism implicit in the intersections of interpretive communities. The centrifugal

or diversifying forces that defy the absolute authority of the interpretive community

could be accounted for in Fish's theory if we consider that an individual can and does
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belong to any number of intersecting inte¡pretive communities. Furthermore, even if

two or more individuals belonged to the same set of interpretive communities, their

perspectives would vary according to their degree of participation.

Authors, being members of interpretive communities, invite readers to apply a

set of interpretive strategies. Readers who belong to the same interpretive community

as the author will likely possess the particular strategies that will lead them to the

author's interpretation. Those readers outside of the author's interpretive community

will likely make different meanings from the text reflective of their own set of

interpretive tools.

For example, to the literary critic, a reading of Davies' The Deptþrd. Trilogy

(1970-15) might cry out for a Jungian subtext. Davies himself offers countless clues

in personal interviews and in the texts themselves that the archetypes of Jungian

individuation are part of his repertoire of making sense of the world. Indeed there are

numerous essays and books devoted to a Jungian analysis of Davies' work written by

critics who possess this set of interpretive strategies. However, when as students in a

graduate course in education, we were asked to write a critical analysis of Fifih

Business (Davies, 1910), the first book in Davies' trilogy and then make connections

to educational practice, I was the only student to approach the assignment from a

Jungian perspective. What is notable about this anecdote is that my motivatìon to

employ Jung's theory of psychoanalysis stemmed from a desire to read the text

"correctly" (old habits die hard), in other words, to focus on what critics had

determined to be the most salient structures in the text. Prio¡ to the assignment, I
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would not have been able to discern the anima figure in the life of Davies'

protagonist Dunstan Ramsay from that of Fred Flintstone. Fish might argue that my

motivation to read the text "correctly" is constituted by the "limits of the institutions

in which I am embedded" (1980 ,p.331). And he would be right. while Fish,s

theory of interpretive communities allows for the competing perspectives of a

dialogic consciousness, it should be noted that not all interpretive communities are

grounded in dialogic principles. Arguably, certain ways of responding to text are

privileged over others in particular social settings such as classrooms and schools.

Fish (1980) completely collapses the subject (reader)-object (text) model of

reality because in his view, literature is the act of reading.

Meanings are the property neither of fixed and stable texts nor of free and

independent readers but of interpretive communities that are responsible both

for the shape of the reader's activities and for the texts those activities

produce. (p.322)

The assertion that the reader's activities shape the meaning of the text works to

uphold my contention that how we teach students "to read" will greatly influence

their interpretation of the text.

Implicit in Fish's theory is that members outside the interpretive community

of the âuthor can and do make valid interpretations. The notion of reading the "same

text" presupposes two or more readers possessing similar, if not identical inte¡pretive

strategies. Many literary critics and academics find it difficult and often impossible to

accept that interpretations arrived at through shared sign systems different from their
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own or those of the author's interpretive community are valid and justified. In

rebuttal, Fish (i980) offers the entire history of literary criticism (p. 171). Even a

second reading by the same reader will produce a different interpretation and bears

witness to the temporal nature of the text and reader, for once I have read a text, I am

no longer the same. A rereading yields not only that which I might have missed the

first time, but also entails new meanings generated by an altered perspective.

In "Is There a Text in This Class?" Fish (1980) defends his theory against

allegations of solipsism and relativism. According to Fish, critics such as Abrams

and Hirsch are likely to argue that without the existence of a determinate core of

meanings, there would be no norrnative way of construing what anyone says or

writes. Individual interpretation would defy challenge or correction leading to total

relativism. But Fish maintains that relativism does not pose a threat since the

"possibilities and norms" are already encoded in language. Moreover, .,the

communication occurs within a situation and that to be in a situation is already to be

in possession of (or to be possessed by) a structure of assumptions, of practices

understood to be relevant to purposes and goals that are already in place..." (p. 3lg).

Relativism and solipsism, in Fish's estimation, are not tenable since no one is

indifferent to the nonns and values contingent on communal (not idiosyncratic)

beliefs that enable one's consciousness (pp. 319-321).

While it may appear that Fish's interpretive communities hold greater

potential for actively promoting reading as a social act than either Iser's or

Rosenblatt's theories, the image of the text as a function of the shared predispositions
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of a community of readers can bear a strange resemblance to the implied reader of

more phenomenological approaches. The reader's loosely defined "situationality"

(Shepard, 1989) within which the text unfolds runs the risk of recalling the flexibility

of Rosenblatt's textual mesh. Iser's and Rosenblatt's readers must reconcile their

interpretation within textual structures through the constant adjustment and

realignment of their tentative frameworks until they get the "right fit." In a similar

fashion, Fish's elusive text surfaces only in the social structures of its readers. The

institutional embeddedness of the interpretative community infers the presence of an

authoritative third voice. The dialogic potential of interpretive communities is

revealed through their capacity for intersubjectivity, but likewise, there must be an

acknowledgement of the intertextual life of the words themselves.

Dialogism advocates that readers engage in acts of intertextual transposition

and not, as Iser suggests, mere translatability. But neither Iser's nor Fish's

perspective adequately allows for a constructive understanding that "assimilates the

words under consideration into a new conceptual system, [one that] establishes a

series of complex interrelationships, consonances and dissonances with the word and

enriches it with new elements" (Bakhtin, i981, p.282). While Fish's readers are free

to come to some communal consensus about the meaning of the text, the strategies for

making meanings are preexistent within the interpretive community, somewhat

compromising any notion of a text unfolding itself in dialogic collaboration. The act

of interlocutors dialogically engaged in generating the productive force of Bakhtin's

(1986) "living tripartite unity" (p. 122) contrasts sharply with the absorption of both
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reader and text (the author remains fairly spurious) into what Freund (1987) termed

the "egalitarian simultaneity" (p. 107) of the authority of the interpretive community.

The social positioning of the reader is not solely responsible for the production of

meaning. Even though interpretations can change from one social context to another,

Fish largely ignores the accumulated meanings of words, for prior to their insertion

into the reading, words are"already contextual, already dialogic" (p. 9g, emphasis in

the original). The indeterminacy of dialogism is not possible within a theoretical

construct in which meaning "is always determinate and decidable because it is

constrained by and built into a context of interpretation" (p. 109) specific to its

readers. While Fish's theory accounts for the historical situation of the reader, it

neither accommodates the author as speaking subject, nor the dialogic simultaneity of

the text.

In literary transactions, constructive understanding does not come as a result

of total submission to either the authorial voice in the text (Iser, 2000;

Schleiermacher, T977) or the shared social predispositions of readers (Fish, 1980).

Situating meaning within the social structures of the interpretive community is not the

same as locating meaning within a tripartite construction, that is, in the dialogic

relatiott between subject and addressee. Like Iser and Rosenblatt, Fish cannot

account for any possible conflict between reader and text or the crisis arising from

unresolvable tensions within the text or individual readers. There is something too

convenient about the idea that as soon as a reader brings discord to the interpretive

community, difference is subsumed by the immediacy of a "structure of assumptions"
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(Fish, 1980, p. 318) which purports that "meanings come already calculated,, (Fish,

1980, p. 318). Fish acknowledges, "That structure...is not abstract and independent,

but social" (p. 318) and seems satisfied with the existence of social structures ro

produce counterarguments against those who would condemn his theory on the basis

of solipsism. As it stands now, the interpretive community "achieves its masterful

stance by outflanking impatiently the problem of understanding (Freund, p. 109). An

educative application of Bakhtin's epistemology would be to engage interpretive

communities dialogically to radically deconstruct the "structure of norms,, (Fish,

1980, p. 318) within rvhich language is perceived.

The authority of the interpretive community can appear deceivingly

consensual. But consensus usually implies compromise. As David Shepard (19g9)

notes, not all voices carry equal weight within a discourse community. Fish attributes

the authority of the interpretive community to persuasion. However, since Fish,s

examination of the interpretive community does not extend beyond the realm of

literary criticism, he does not consider a history replete with the grim realities of the

use of persuasion as a regulating force to establish and maintain authority. In

"Discourse in the Novel" (1934-1935), a historically situated Bakhtin (19gi), writing

from Stalinist Russia, manages to offer dialogic redemption to Fish's notion of

persuasion by elaborating on the difference between an "internally persuasive

discourse as opposed to one that is externally authoritative,, (p. 345). More

important, Bakhtin describes the internally persuasive word in the light of self/other
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relations and goes much further than Fish in cìearly suggesting the meaning-making

possibilities associated with intersections of competing discourse coûununities.

In the everyday rounds of our consciousness, the internally persuasive word is

half-ours and half-someone else's. Its creativity and productiveness consist

precisely in the fact that such a work awakens new and independent words,

that it organizes masses of our words from within, and does not remain in an

isolated and static condition. It is not so much interpreted by us as it is

further, that is freely, developed, applied to new material, new conditions; it

enters into interanimating relationships with new contexts. More than that, it

enters into an intense interaction, a struggle with other internally persuasive

discourses. (emphasis in the original, pp.3a54a6)

Perhaps Fish's (1980) reluctance to explore more fully, the tension-filled and

contradiction-ridden possibilities for the word that is "half-ours and half-someone

else's" stems from his conviction that while it is always possible to break free from

one's own perspective, the beliefs and opinions of others will always be seen as

foreign. In contrast, Bakhtin engages the self and other in reciprocal dialogicity. As

a consequence, the beliefs and opinions of others within the field of answerability are

linked to any possibility of authoring the self. Extending Fish's theory to account for

the various degrees to which individuals belong to multiple intersecting interpretive

communities introduces a disruptive force to the shared unity in meaning. To my

mind, it is the capacity of the individual to contribute to an interpretive community on

the basis of shared meanings and to bring also with her/him, the tensions associated
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with meanings gleaned from other communities that has significant potential for

provoking dialectical encounters leading to social change.

Summøry and Conclusiott

Bakhtin's dialogism can support and extend the central pu¡poses of

transactional reading to encompass the possibility of reading as a social and political

act. Opening up Rosenblatt's aesthetic reading to a critical awareness of the social

constructions that shape response respects the individual on the journey toward

achieving a socially integrated personality. Such an approach supporls an ethics of

answerability, for once we are awakened to new meanings, our dialogic

consciousness is compelled to respond, that is, we can either take action or choose to

ignore the significance of the utterance. A dialogic perspective on Iser,s

phenomenological approach releases the implied reader from the constraints of the

text and permits he¡/him to assume the various vantage points in the text, namely, that

of the narrator, the character, and the plot, in order to adopt others' perspectives and

enter, as Bakhtin (1981) suggests, "into interanimating relationships with new

contexts" (p.3aQ. In my opinion, the intersections of Fish's interpretive

communities hold the greatest promise for moving reader response from the atomistic

act of the individual to the interconnectedness of complex social networks. Bakhtin's

emphasis on the "heterogeneity of social life" (Greene, 1995, p.rz) and the

heteroglossia of the utterance interrelate with the social and historical position of the
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reader in ways that potentially disrupt the social assumptions of interpretive

communities, to author a vision of the text that embraces alien meanings.

The capacity for dialogue-the possibility of engaging author, reader and text

in the production of meaning through collaborative exchange-is perhaps Bakhin,s

most notable contribution to the study of reader response. From a socially critical

standpoint, this conversational metaphor is significant because it has the potential to

challenge the actualizing goals and purposes of transactional models of reading and

introduce the possibility of reading against the text. Once readers enter a dialogic

relation with the textual utterance, they are not obliged to "read themselves." Their

interpretation can stand in dialectical opposition to the dominant structures in the text

in ways that expose the inherent inconsistencies between the reader and a socially

constructed literary experience. Dialogism infers that reading the text also includes

reading the social dynamics that shape meaning. The implications of the

intersubjective dimensions of reading are further explored in Chapter 5 as reading is

viewed as a vehicle for dialogism's project of traversing the gap between the

individual and society.
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Chapter 5

Dialogic Spaces: Moving beyond Decoding and Comprehension

In this final chapter, I will outline more fully how an analysis of the dialogism

in reader response can support our understanding ofthe actualizing purposes of

transactional reading and how it can extend the reflective self-understanding

generated through the literary experience to address the ethical functions of the

reader. Creating dialogic contexts or "spaces" for literature exploration makes it

possible for students to extend their comprehension of a particular text beyond its

immediate level. In the language arts classroom, readers who are invited to share

their individual interpretations based on their life's experiences are in a position to

enhance their self-understanding and broaden their individual understanding of the

text by incorporating, through the "surplus of seeing," the interpretations of others to

discover new text-to-self, text-to-other, text-to-text, and text-to-world connections.

Jauss (1989) ardently concurs with Bakhtin's view of "novelness" as a means

of experiencing otherness in stating "that to experience art is an excellent way in

which to experience the alien 'you' in its othemess, and thereby, in turn, to have an

enriched experience of one's own 'I"' (p.216). Jauss adds, however, that one

"cannot assume that the responsive self-understanding enabled by the other

engendered by aesthetic communication requires nothing more than the reciprocal

movements of empathy and its return as self-reflection" (p. 216). Similarly, Greene

(1995) contends, "Aesthetic experiences require conscious participation in a work, a
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going out of energy, an ability to notice what is there to be notice" (p. i25). Both

contentions uphold Bakhtin's (1970 in Emerson,1996) insistence that the motnelt of

response is tantamount to responsibility. Bakhtin's (1990) writings on ethics and

answerability suggest that in the aesthetics of reception, we come face to face with

the inescapability of a dialogic consciousness that is compelled to respond.

Education, therefore, needs to focus on enabling students to make responsible choices

in light of their responses.

TIte Ethics of Answerability

A new critical awareness prompted by the aesthetic experience infers an ethics

of answerability. Mihailovic (1997), in his elucidation of Bakhtin's "Toward a

Philosophy of the Act," writes, "The ethical dimension is generated during the act of

reading as a result of the interaction between author and ¡eader. . .. Moreover, [the

particular mechanics of this process] are realized not through contemplation of

proscriptive morality but through the process of becoming, an incremental evolution

that may be understood as defining Bakhtin's conception of "act."" (p. 54). In other

words, ethical conduct is arrived at by thinking participatively. It is grounded in the

spatial and temporal reality of the autonomous individual acting within the

communion of others rather than in response to ideological abstractions. It is not

about teaching ethical content, the kind of values education promoted in works like

Bennett's (1993) The Book of virtues. Mihailovic (T997) explains rhat only by

understanding one's unique place among others and the possibility of personal
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involvement with them, can one be capable of the kind of personal action that forms

the basis ofethical conduct.

Our responsibility as readers to see that texts function ethically (Clark, 1990)

can be heard as Bakhtin (in Morson,1999) declares, "that which can be accomplished

by me cannot be accomplished by anyone else, ever" (p. n$. In describing the

consequences of a social perspective on the functions of reading and writing, Clark

(1990) elaborates on the implicit or explicit purpose of writing to persuade others to

adopt our beliefs. He introduces Rorty's (1979) conceprion of the fluidity of

knowledge defined by the shared agreement among persons to suggest a sustained

conversation between readers and writers as a means of negotiating meaning in an

ongoing act. I believe that the union of Rorty's (1979) reflective thesis on the

construction of knowledge and Bakhtin's heteroglossia (1981) can elucidate the moral

and ethical dimensions of reading on two accounts.

The first is the understanding that a shared agreement of meanings through

discursive exchange represents the centripetal forces ofheteroglossia. This shared

agreement of meaning, which also defines interpretive communities, engenders an

Aristotelian enthymeme, hypothesizing that within the literary context, texts are

written with the assumption that readers share many of the same collective values.

For example, the arguments presented in this thesis assume that its readers share a

common belief in gender equality, a desire to empower students, and, to a certain

extent, are willing to accept the social construction of reality (Berger & Luckmann,

1966). Undoubtedly, there are other more implicit assumptions embedded in the
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language of this thesis that even as the writer of which, I may not be aware of. For

example, in discussions with thesis committee members, it was pointed out that the

fact I neither provided a bibliographic reference for John 1: 1 nor felt it necessary to

explain the trinity when comparing it to Bakhtin's "Ìiving tripartite unity" assumes a

reader familiar with Christian theology. In the same way that Silverstein (1964)

hardly set out to anger the feminist reader (another assumption), it was not my

intention to exclude certain voices from a dialogic reading of this text.

On the second account, the reader's ethical responsibility is revealed in

Rofiy's (1979) contention that the fluidity of knowledge is a result of constantly

contesting and mitigating our beliefs through our participation in what Bakhtin might

term the indeterminate conversation. The idea of working toward the "hope of

agreement" (p. 318) is sustained by the back and forth question and answer of

Socratic dialogue to inject heteroglossia's centrifugal forces to challenge the

provisional assumptions implicitly or explicitly contained within the enthymemic

text. Placing the reader and the author in dialogic collaboration invests them both

with the ethical responsibility to see that the text occupies the "uncenain ground

between assertion and acceptance" (Clark, 1990, p. 30).

Reader Response Revised

Bakhtin's social theory of utterance differs from reader-response theories in

one significant way. Reader-response theories center on describing the active role of

the reader afier the utterance has been made. A Bakhtinian perspective on reader
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response involves the reader in the active productiort of the utterance. Even Fish's

theory, which purports that the act of reading is synonymous with the text, does not

implicate either text or reader (or author, for that matter) in the intersubjectivity of

dialogic collaboration.

A dialogic perspective on transactional reading amends the actualizing goals

associated with an enhanced self-understanding through the selection and

appropriation of other world views to include a focus on developing and responding

to a socially critical consciousness. In Bakhtin's opinion, phenomenology and ethics

are one. As such, reading as a lived through experience is not just a means of self-

awareness but one of creating a participatory consciousness. Informed by Bakhtin's

notion of answerability, the act of reading cannot be separated by its action on the

world, suggesting that literature is a form of praxis. Revising reader-response

theories to exploit the social functions of reading points toward the creation of a

language arts curriculum that more adequately addresses dialogism's project of

bridging the gap between the individual and society. It implies a curriculum in which

students come to an awareness of their rootedness in existence and actively involves

them in coming to grips with issues of morality and personal responsibility. It means

educators relinquishing control of what is deemed meaningful in texts and

challenging notions of normal by opening up to the possibility of alternate

experiences and perspectives.

The investigation into the extent to which reader-response theories incorporate

Bakhtin's epistemology has led me to a number of instructional approaches that may
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serve to foster and enhance the dialogic contexts in the language arts classroom. It

should be apparent that dialogism is a way of (re)thinking instructional practice and

not something we do Tuesday aftemoons in periods 6 and 7. Across the gamut of

educational contexts, dialogism's interlocutory relationships are constantly negotiated

and renegotiated against a shared "apperceptive background" (Baklrtin, 1986 p. 95).

The following discussion focuses on the creation of a dialogic pedagogy through

building and maintaining aesthetic balance, appropriating alien perspectives,

engaging in critical literacy practices including Socratic questioning and

deconstruction, and instructing students in critical perspectives. Bakhtin (1990)

defines a world view as that which "organizes and unifies the performed acts [and

anything can be understood from within as a performed actl; it imparts unity to a

life's act-performing directedness to meaning-the unity of a life's answerablitity, the

unity of its going beyond itself, of surmounting itself ' (p. 205). In short, a world

view "organizes and unifies man's horizon" (emphasis in the original, p. 205). The

suggested instructional approaches interrelate in the quest for enriched self-

understanding and the critical insights that come from creating "hermeneutic bridges"

(Jauss, 1989, p. 217) between self and other world views.

Buildíng Aesthettc Capacíty Through the Líterary Experience

By developing an understanding of dialogism and reader response, educators

can effectively advocate for aesthetic balance in the language arts curiculum.

Despite what I believe to be a less than dialogic adherence to the text, the work of Iser
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and Rosenblatt has significantly influenced our understanding of the aesthetic

experience as a productive activity, one that enables the reader to perceive

him/herself during the process of panicipation. Consistent with Bakhtin's sense of

production, the aesthetic experience, like the "word" is a tool of pedagogy.

Dialogism depends on the ability of the self to perceive and be perceived (remember

the Greek aesthetes), and therefore Bakhtin would likely share Rosenblatt's (Igg3)

dismay that schools are spending proportionately far less time engaging students

aesthetically with literary texts than on efferent or "information-driven" (Hunt &

Vipond, 1986) reading.

Aesthetic reading serves a number of dialogic functions. In addition to its

pleasurable benefits and opportunities for self-understanding though the "alien ,you'

in otherness" (Jauss, 1989, p. 216) it allows us to experience the empathetic

"otherness" associated with assuming the various vantage points in the text.

Aesthetic reading invites us to narratively revise and reconstruct our world view.

Engaging in literary transactions aesthetically is a means of expanding our "horizon

of expectation" (Jauss, 1989, p. 151) to include the viewpoints of cultures different

from our own while exposing the contradictions in our presumed values. In

Releasittg the Imagination, educational philosopher, Greene (1995), writes, "Teachers

imaginative enough to be present to the heterogeneity of social life and to what has

been called the 'heteroglossia,' or multiple discourse, of the every day (Bakhtin,

1981) may also have strong impulses to open pathways towards better ways of
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teaching and better ways of life" (p. 12). She argues that nowhere is language more

"alive and developing" (Bakhtin, 198 1, p. 272) than in literature.

Neither Rosenblatt nor I would negate the real and necessary benefits of

efferent reading. Without a doubt, the ability to decode and comprehend, in the sense

of taking information away from the page, is considered of paramount importance in

Western society, with reading achievement shown to be an important predictor of

social and economic success (snow, Burns, & Griffin, lggg). Undeniably, there are

times, as in reading the instructions for handling written on a dangerous substance

container, when the Bakhtinian sensitivity to ambiguity associated with âesrhetic

reading is a totally inappropriate stance to assume. Indeed, the instruction of

decoding and comprehension skills provides students with the necessary tools io

become dialogic participants in the literary conversation. But like Rosenblatt (1993),

I argue that we need to work toward establishing a balance of efferent and aesthetic

reading in curriculum and, in my opinion, to see both stances as complementary.

For example, there is considerable evidence (Gambrell, I9B2; Goetz, Sadoski,

Fatemi, & Bush, 1994; Pressley, 1976; sadoski, 19g3, 19g5; Sadoski, Goetz, &

Kangiser, 1988; Sadoski & Quast, 1990) to indicate that the aesrheric capacity for

forming mental images while reading has a powerful effect on comprehension,

memory, and appreciation. The findings from these studies are intriguing to say the

least, inferring that students benefiting from reading instruction that maintains

aesthetic balance might actually "take away" and retain more information from the

page than those in programs that profess a strictly "back to basics" approach. The
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fact that primary school children participating in two of the studies (Gambrell, IggZ;

Pressley, 1976) had to be instructed in "imagination" as an intervention before

investigators could evaluate the role mental imagery played on comprehension is a

sad comment on the inadequacy of curriculum to provide for aesthetic capacity. A

question worthy of investigation might be "Could it be that as educators, we find

ourselves in a position of inducing in children what we have systematically destroyed

through more monologic approaches?"

In a speech made at the first Children's Literature Conference at The Ohio

State University in 1982, Rosenblatt, addressing the state of aesthetic reading in

elementary schools, declared that "Literature is "an endangered species" (Rosenblatt,

7992, p. 22). Two decades later, I cannot help but speculate that the pressure for

students at all ages to reach benchmark levels consistent with division/district-wide or

state/provincial standards has maintained the aesthetic voids in some language arts

classrooms. The commercial zeal of educational publishers to answer "the call" and

my experience in schools and government has led me to believe that an overemphasis

on the "scientific evidence" (U.S. Department of Education, 2001) and "performance

standards" can lead to reading programs in which the sole criteria for book selection

by teacher and student alike is the alphabetic or numerical level appearing on the back

cover or the colored sticker on the spine. The name "literacy lab" is an indicator to

the degree to which current performance standards have pathologized reading. As a

consequence, young children are often initiated into reading through constant and

repeated practice with what Hunt (1990) refers to as ,,textoids.,'
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Hunt relies on Bakhtin's dialogism to define "textoids" as "texts that resist

being made into utterances-whether because of the situation, the users, or the string

of signifiers themselves..." (p. I 18, emphasis in the original). Children learn from a

very young age that reading in school is "information driven" (Hunt & Vipond, 1936)

and that what is being tested is not reading to construct new meanings through a

dialogic exchange, but pragmatics, or the ability to "do school" (Dyson, lgg4).

overlooking the potential of the literary experience to engage the dialogic

consciousness in favor of an over reliance on training young children for performance

testing using controlled texts constructed according to such features as mean sentence

length and the number of high frequency words on a page might actually be

counterproductive to creating a literate population. A sociocultural perspective on

literacy implies that the acts of reading and wnting, listening and speaking, and

viewing and representing portend a social destination. Shirley Brice Heath (1985 in

Hynds, 1990) argues that literate behaviors are engendered in situations that move

people beyond skill building and incite in people the desire to be or become literate.

In "Reading as a Social Event," Hynds (1990) detaiÌs her studies of adolescent

readers to demonstrate that it is possible for students to exhibit reading competence

but not literate behaviors.

Programs such as Accelerated ReaderrM and Reading RenaissancerM

(Advantage Learning Systems) are examples of instructional situations that

shamelessly (and profitably) render the dialogic text monologic by reducing the

literary experience with works of ar-t to answering 807o of the typical "What color is
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the red truck?" comprehension questions in order for students to advance

hierarchically from one level to another. For many of us, this will recall progressing

through the spectrum of colors designating the levels of SRA (Scholastic Research

Associates) cards. The selective attention of the ¡eader so central to Rosenblatt's

(1978) aesthetic reading is narrowly focused on the necessary information and facts

that will ensure success. Completely void of any on-going dialogic interaction,

students are plugged into computers to answer on-screen questions. As to the validity

of such an exercise, in a professional development learning community in which I

met with teachers to discuss their concerns pertaining to the teaching of language ans,

one Grade 5 teacher confessed she tried out the Accelerated ReaderrM tests and leaped

three levels without having actually read any of the books. Once again begging the

question "What âre we testing anyway?"

An active imagination is fed on opportunities for recreating stories through

oral and written language as well as visual art, drama, music, dance/movement, and

pìay. In "Reading, Response, and Pedagogy, Hanssen, Harste, and short (i990)

argue that "In telling the story to others-expressing our understanding in some

form-we not only bring the story to ìife, but we also make new connections and

create new meanings" (p. 262). Based on Vygotsky's (1962) writings on the process

of semantic reduction necessary for the internalization of language, the authors

explain how the reverse occurs when we tell stories and move from inner to outer

dialogue. I am suggesting that the same elaboration hold true regardless of the media

through which we try to make connections clear for ourselves and for others. But far
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from reinscnbing the secondary status of the arts in curriculum by suggesting that the

visual and performing arts are justified because they might provide a proven means of

enhancing literacy achievement, I would like to promote the understanding that

reading is a vehicle for both aesthetic perception and aesthetic production as we

rewrite the story in the text-reader interchange (Barthes, lgl.5). Our literary

encounter can elicit an awakening of what lies beneath and provoke critical dialogue,

including the possibility of recrearing and responding by employing multiple

literacies afforded through the arts.

In an address made at the Manitoba Alliance for the Arts in Education

inaugural conference, Eisner (2002) explained the importance of the aesthetic

experience in developing an understanding that relationships matter. To my mind, the

conscious working toward literary understanding performs an important function in

developing among students the ability to describe relationships. By definition,

dialogism focuses on the meaning derived from "in-between-ness" (Holquist, 1990, p.

60). According to Eisner (2002), most judgments in life do nor conform to algorithms

and if students are going to develop critical thinking skills they will need a curriculum

that encourages them to pay attention to relationships in order to grasp the dialectic

between whole and part.

The dialectic between whole and part is the central focus of Bakhtin's (1990)

architectonics. Architectonics concerns how the literary work is built or the way the

parts add up to the aesthetic whole. It deals primarily with how the relations between

entities are ordered in categories of "I" and "another." In brief, architectonics is the
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study of how the constitutive parts of any aesthetic work relate to one another.

Adopting a dialogic perspective in the language arts classroom asks students and

teachers to examine not only the intra-textual relationships of the literary work, such

as the possible relationships arising between and among the narrator, other characters,

events, setting, style, and language, but also the intertextual relationships-the

possible relations emerging from the ìnteraction of the author's and reader's

sociohistorical positions with the elements of a particular text as well as that text,s

relation to other texts. In Art and Answerability,Balrhtin (1990) elaborated on the

architectonics of the "author's stable and dynamically living relationship to the hero,,

(p. 4) and insisted on maintaining our "outsideness" (p. 88) as readers to refute the

notion of "co-experiencing" or becoming one "with the inner life of the other" (p. 64).

Actualizing the inner life of the characters cannot possibly "account for the whole of a

work of art" (P. 64) because such an activity is concentrated on the interiority of the

text and ignores the creative activity that occurs "with a meeting of two

consciousnesses which are in principle distinct from each other" (p. 88). In Bakhtin's

view, aesthetics is the consummation of what is built through this productive

collaboration.

An aesthetic education that recognizes and values the unpredictability

resulting from the dialogic interchange of multiple perspectives enables us to make

decisions in the absence of rule. Defined by its ambivalence, in the sense of being of

at least two minds, Bakhtin's double-voiced utterance becomes a substitute for rule

and fosters a sensitivity to ambiguity. The "sympathetic understanding,' (Bakhtin,
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1990, p. 102) that comes from the intertextual transposition of the individual

subjectivity of the reader into the textual system of another's inner world provides a

fresh lens through which the reader is able to phenomenologically discern changes in

the image. Consistent with narrative modes of thought (Bruner, 1986), the self is able

to construct alternate representations of a particular text or event. Dialogism's

capacity for multiple constructions contributes to the axiological uncertainty

expounded in Bakhtin's writings. Dostoevsky's (in Morson, I99g) denouncement of

the "laws of nature" in Notes from the (Jnderground is partiu-rlarly central to the

Russian philosopher's rejection of theoretical enterprises and -isnts of all sorts.

.. 'we have only to discover the laws of nature, and man will no longer be

responsible for his actions...All human actions will then, of course be

tabulated according to these laws, mathematically, like tables of

Iogarithms...in which every'thing will be so clearly calculated and designated

that there will be no more incidents or adventures in the world. (p. 187ru)

An aesthetic perspective on curriculum purports "human purposes and goals

are best held flexibly" (Eisner,2002), thus recalling Bakhtin's (1986) declaration of

the limitless bounds of a dialogic context to challenge the fixed outcomes ordered

toward a Hegelian telos. A language arts curriculum that values the aesthetic

experience constitutes a dialogic field of answerability, which holds the promise of

engaging participants in Socratic interrogation or the opportunity to turn ideas

"upside down" and "inside out" in Menippean or "camavalesque" subversion. Freire

and Macedo (1987) called this critical consciousness "reading the world.,' The
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application of Freire's critical pedagogy to the construction of meaning from texts has

literacy scholars struggling to define critical literacy and its potential to liberate and

empower.

Critical Literacy

Many teachers advocating for more dialogic approaches to responding to

literature are still at a loss to account for the social, ethnic, economic, cultural and

gendered realities that determine the discursive practices in schools. Earlier I posed

the question, "How much of the reader's unique response can fit into the formulaic

pattems of dominant classroom discourse?" The creation of dialogic contexts for

negotiating meaning through instructional practices such as literature circles, response

journals, cooperative learning strategies and reciprocal teaching does not offer a

guarantee of equal access to dialogic participation. Critical literacy needs to begin by

acknowledging that every discourse community is organized around power relations

and there will inevitably be certain members who occupy a central position and others

who are marginalized.

For example, a number of studies document the marginalization of girls in

classroom discussion, even in situations where girls outnumber boys (Alverman,

1995;Evans, Alvermann, & Anders, 1998; Guzzettj,z}}l;Moore, rggl). Moreover,

these studies reveal that by and large, educators are unaware of any gender bias. A

recognition that schools are highly organized social institutions operating under a

hierarchical (and patriarchal) web of authoritative voices prompts us to ask ,.Can
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teachers legitimately deny the inherent authority associated with their role as the

"more knowledgeable other"?" Teachers can step in and out of their role (a right that

also grants them certain privilege) by aiding students to develop their own questions

for inquiry and by sharing the responsibility of leading the discussion in an attempt to

alleviate the asymmetry of power between themselves and their students. While this

strâtegy may encourage greater peer interaction, it invariably grants power to some

and not others. What we assume will ensure more democratic modes of discourse,

may actually contribute to our false consciousness that is, a conviction that what we

are doing is ameliorating a problem, while in fact, we may be unconsciously

contributing to it.

While I believe in the empowering possibilities of a critical consciousness, it

would be naÏve and inesponsible not to acknowledge that a recognition of the

authoritative and rule-governing forces at work shaping discourse is insufficient to

effect social change. Dialogic groupings are a microcosm of the larger society and

without some intervening action they continue to be another forum for reinscribing

and maintaining positions of power and privilege. The following discussion

examines how Bakhtin's dialogic epistemology can inform an ever-expanding

definition of critical literacy with the hope of exposing the power inequities

charactenzing the dialogic exchange between author, text, and reader and in the

collaborative exchange in and between interpretive communities. It concludes by

describing the instructional implications of exercising the capacity of reading and

writing for social action.
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critical literacy is rooted in critical pedagogy (Apple, 7979;Freire, 2000;

Giroux, 1981; Mclaren,1994) and the social construction of knowledge (Berger &

Luckmann,1966). Central to critical pedagogy is the notion of the dialectic, that is,

the interaction between individual and society, "rife with contradictions and

asymmetries of power and privilege" (Mclaren,1994, p. 166). Grounded in Clark's

(1990) definition of dialectic as dialogue's "collaborative function, how that process

of exchange enables people to construct together assumptions and agreements they

can share" (p. xvi) and Bakhtin's (1981) assenion that "Language is not a neutral

medium that passes freely and easily into the private property of the speaker,s

intentions: it is populated-overpopulated with the intentions of others" (p. 294),I

argue that critical literacy is foremost a dialogic enterprise which focuses on the

constant struggle between the monologism of the authoritative voice and the

dialogism of internal speech diversity.

Analogous to the indeterminate path of a dialogic existence, critical literacy

encompasses the polyphony of intersections of competing voices. Luke suggests that

the interdisciplinary nature of critical literacy means that it functions differently in

different settings and invites participation from a wide range of disciplines. These

include, among others, curriculum theory, queer theory, feminist theory, gender

studies, cultural studies, African-American studies, and postcolonial theory. Luke

comments, "Critical literacy needs to keep moving so as not to be captured and

packaged in some particular way" (in Harste, 2002, p. 1). It rejects the concret jzatjon
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associated with a singular perspective on text and is only possible in the difference

that conditions the addressivity of self/other relations.

Critical theorists contend that k¡owledge in schools is "never neutral or

objective but is ordered and structured in particular ways" and like Bakhtin, they

concede, "Knowledge is a social construction deeply rooted in a nexus of power

relations" (Mclaren, 1994, p.169), As educators, we are not always cognizant of the

structures that determine the latent or "hidden" curriculum. At this point, it seems

reasonable to reintroduce the idea that ianguage creates our reality

(Bakhtin/Volosinov, l929ll9j3: Clark, 1990) and does so collaboratively or rhrough

the dialectic (Bakhtin, 1981;Clark, 1990). Linguistic structures that operare to the

inclusion and exclusion of others, including those in literature, are all too often deeply

embedded in what we take for granted as norrnative ways.

In "Discourse in the Novel," Bakhtin (1981) describes the endurance of "a

mythological feeling for the authority of language" (p. 370). Similar to claims made

by critical theorists, he argues that "the hegemony of language over the perception

and conceptualization of reality" can only be usurped when a "national culture loses

its sealed-off and self-sufficient character and becomes conscious of itself as only one

among other cultures and languages" (pp.369-310, emphasis in the original). The

shifting authority in Bakhtin's speech genres, beginning with Socratic questioning

and movement torvard Menippean subversion, could be viewed as a means of

mapping critical literacy. For educators, this means introducing students to ways of

interrogating text. Reading against the text, engaging in constructive deconstruction
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and appropriating alien perspectives, are several means of engaging students in

critical literacy practices.

The Negatíve Hermeneutic

A critical approach to literacy would permit participants to situate themselves

dialectically within the group and in opposition to the text. Critical literacy engenders

new ways of thinking, of opening up dialogic spaces in which students and teachers

can explore the accretions of past meanings and subject their reading of the text to

social critical analysis. In terms of reader response, it challenges the concept of the

"universality" of the reading experience (Schweickart, 1989; Showalter, 1989; Straw,

1992; Suleiman, 1980) implied by most transactional theories and positively values

the negative hermeneutic. According to Suleiman (1980), the positive hermeneutic

reflects the phenomenological experience of the reader appropriating the work of art.

In terms of readers' responses, teachers must ask themselves whether students are

expected to reconcile their identities with the "lived through experience" of reading

the text.

Schweickart (1989) describes the experience of women forced to accept the

androcentricity of reading and interpretation, that is, the manner in which reading

assimilates women into the generic masculine. She also concludes that while Fish's

interpretive communities mediate the production of meaning, a feminist perspective

recognizes the androcentricity of ruling interpretive communities. Schweickart

highlights the potential of a feminist perspective on reading and writing to bring
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gender and politics to prominence. Like de Beauvoir (195911980), who, in The

Second Sex, makes us aware of the educational and social controls exerted by

patriarchal desire to maintain the secondary status of women, Schweickaft (1989)

asserts that we cannot ignore the role literature plays in determining feminine

identities. Confirming an earlier assertion, literature, like feminist theory is a form of

praxis and as such "acts on the world by acting on its readers" (p.2Ð.

Straw (1992) extends Schweickart's portrayal of the marginalization of

women readers to describe the consequences of a heterosexist literary canon on gay

male readers. Straw (1992) asserts that the complicity solicited by the reading

experience exacts a high pnce from the gay male "asked...to adopt, through the

process of identification, role-models that do not positively serve his own

development" (p. 5). Borrowing from Ricoeur, Suleiman (1980) introduces the

possibility that all texts are suspect and releases readers from the expectation of

reconciling themselves in unquestioned acceptance of textual authority. The negative

hermeneutic offers readers the choice of reading against the text instead of against

their ethnic, racial, or gendered identities.

Bakhtin (1981) recognizes the option to read against the text when in

"Discourse in the Novel." he writes:

The authoritative word demands that we acknowledge it, that we make it our

own; it binds us, quite independent of any power it might have to persuade us

internally, we encounter it with its authority already fused to it. (p.342)
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He insists that we valorize authoritative discourse positively or negatively depending

on either our unconditional allegiance or our total rejection (Bakhtin, 1981). In

applying the negative hermeneutic, the reader attempts to transcend the mere

comprehension of, and psychological response to, the textual vantage points by

digging deeper to expose the political and ideological assumptions underlying the

text's more explicit structures. This does not mean that readers totally relinquish the

option of engaging in reading âs an opportunity for the identity to re-create itself

(Holland, 1980) through rhe positive hermeneuric. The polyphony of competing

voices in the text and our membership in intersecting inte¡pretive communities

present the possibility of adopting both stances in response to the same text.

C o nstructiv e D e c onstructio tt

Despite Bakhtin's perceived disdain for the subjectivism associated with

poststructuralist thought, the multi-voiced utterance and the reader's ability to

exteriorize the text or maintain spatial "outsideness" (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 7) contributes

to the active deconstruction of historical meanings. Bakhtin's heteroglossia, or the

reciprocal bond between centripetal and centrifugal forces, parallels Foucault's (1978;

1980) thoughts on the indissociable nature of power and resistance. Foucauldian

deconstruction is concerned with a historical analysis of how power relations give

shape and order to "natural" patterns of social behavior while subordinating others.

Like Bakhtin, Foucault rejects grand historical narratives and focuses his attention on

analyzing the everyday to expose the play of opposing forces and actions animated in
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the dialogic field between dominator and dominated. While both Bakhtin and

Foucault have been criticized by some critical social theorists for their ideas on the

intrinsic nature of power/authority in social relations, both seek to subvert prevailing

power structures by uncovering the idiosyncratic, episodic, and individual phenomena

that have been suppressed by dominant discourses.

A literary classroom application of Foucault's deconstruction might serve to

interrogate the a priori perspectives that impose "a particular coherence and

linearity. . . designed to legitimize a particular ideological viewpoint" (Gardi ner, 1992,

p. 15a) on historical writing. In "The Untold Story: What German Writers Tell Their

Children about the Third Reich and the Holocaust," shavit eggg)investigates the

historical children's fiction written in Germany since 1961 that focuses on the

construction of Germany's past. I was particularly drawn to this article since the

holocaust is frequently a theme around which teachers organize text sets, novel

studies, and literature circles/book clubs. Also, a number of my former grade 4 and 5

students had read Kerr's (r971) when Hitler Stole pink Rabbit, the English

translation of one of the novels analyzed in the article and a title that had been

nationally distributed for sale to Canadian schools and students through Scholastic

Book Clubs.

Shavit's investigation reveals how the stories told to children depict the

oppression of all Germans under the Third Reich, while downplaying the plight of the

Jews. Moreover, the novels rely on philo-semitic and anti-semitic stereotyping of the

Jews (which I agree with Shavit amounts to more or less the same) to displace the
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burden of guilt. For example, in When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit, Max's Jewish family

is portrayed in stark contrast to the family of his German friend Gunther. Max's

family is better off materially, intellectually, and physically and when things go

terribly wrong, the Jewish family still manages to reap some benefit. Young readers

are easily left with the impression that the Nazi regime was something of a relative

discomfort for German and Jew alike, a mere hiccup in history. A deconstruction of

this and others fictional works that purport to be historically credible would engage

students dialogically to account for events suppressed in the novel. By introducing

personal accounts-actual photos, letters, and stories of holocaust survivors and

others living in Germany during Hitler's reign-students are able to bring to light the

important accounts not contained within the text to revise and reconstruct their

interpretations of the historical events portrayed in the novel.

No doubt events as horrific as the holocaust. are glossed over in young adult

fiction with the added intention of protecting our children. Like so many, I wrestle

with introducing children to works that I know contribute to a false consciousness,

but what cntical literacy must come to grìps with is that what we read as historical

narrative, regardless of its origin, is a re-creation of the past and as such is a product

of re-appropriation and re-accentuation. The same holds true for informational texts

and especially those designated as textbooks where the authoritative third voice is

likely to exercise its controls in projecting and maintaining norïnative values.

Perhaps the most disturbing thing I have read of late is the suggestion that the need

for students to critically evaluate information is more acute in face of open networks
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like the Internet and considered /ess important "in classrooms, where textbooks and

other traditional information resources are often assunted to be correct" (Leu,2O0Z, p.

314, emphasis added).

App ro p riatin g Alie n M e anin g s

Holquist (1981) defines "alien" in the Bakhtinian sense as "the opposite

of.. . [one's own] and implies otherness-of place, point of view, possession or

person...it is...that which someone has made his own, seen (or heard) from the point

of view of an outsider" (p. 423). According to Bakhtin's dialogism, we are all alien

to one another and the unique language, point of view, and conceptual system of each

individual makes dialogue possible. The textual transposition associated with

Kristeva's intertextuality and the tutoring relationship in Vygotsky's zone of proximal

development suggest a process whereby the appropriation and internalization of alien

meanings are made possible.

Similar to Gadamer's (1975) "fusion of horizons," the intersections of

interpretive communities invite a re-authoring of text and self according to the active

transposition of the "surplus of seeing" afforded by others. Such a process is also

afforded the reader through textual encounters. The process of appropriating alien

meanings amounts to participants bridging the gap between one state of

consciousness to another, from the known to the unknown. It must be emphasized

that Bakhtin's appropriation does not infer a passive acceptance of alien views

leading to the absorption or assimilation of one culture into another. The
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accommodation of new meanings is an invitation to readers to reflect, revise, and

extend their understanding to consider possibilities at first not recognized within the

span of the reader's initial intertextual sphere.

For educators, this entails a recognition that we bring to the dialogic sphere of

interpretation our own "sedimented perceptors" (Slattery, 1995, p.135) that is, our

unconscious acceptance of culturally conditioned biases that determine the routine

ways in which we act. It takes, as Bakhtin (1981) outlines, an orientation that would

introduce "totally new elements into [the listener's] discourse;'it is in this way, after

all, that various different points of view, conceptual horizons, system for providing

expressive accents, various social "languages" come to interact with one another" (p.

282) to allow the alien word to penetrate one's horizon of expectations. Educators

interested in fostenng new critical perspectives among their students, would do best

to follow Bakhtin's (in Emerson, 1996) advice and surround themselves with as much

difference as possible to understand that "The process of making knowledge begins

when people recognize that they need each other, that they must cooperate" (Clark,

1990, p. 7). In other words, we are dependent on each other for our very existence.

Teøching Crítícal Perspe ctiv e s

Readers are no more likely to assume a critical stance to literature than they

are to identify particular structures unless they develop an awareness of what to look

for. In instructional contexts where unity in meaning is promoted through an

authoritative third voice, inciting students to go beyond their immediate world view
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might entail introducing them to various actualizing, social, (post)structural, and

psychoanalytical literary critical perspectives as a means of opening up the intemal

speech diversity of the textual utterance. In "Looking through Critical Lenses,"

Appleman (1990) describes the possibility of providing students with a repertoire of

critical approaches to reading and responding to literature.

I can appreciate Appleman's assertion that theories should not be the focal

point of instruction but rather the means of providing students with multiple

perspectives (p. 161). I have come to believe that despite the disparity among literary

theorists as to how readers actually transact with text, students' responses to text

reflect the manner in which the text is presented in class. While reader response

enjoys current favor in the language arts classroom, students are still inclined to edit

their responses to coincide with what they believe the teacher wants to hear. Here

again is the argument that prevailing discursive practices will invariably determine

how knowledge is obtained. Appleman suggests that if students are aware of multiple

perspectives they are more likely to select and apply them in their responses to

lite¡ature and liberate themselves from the dependency on traditional models of

literature instruction that didactically deliver the "correct" meaning.

In order to introduce Marxist literary theory, Appleman called for students to

rewrite The Three Little Pigs by adopting an alternate perspective than the one

presented in the story. In Appleman's study of two classes of high school juniors and

seniors, students followed up this exercise in perspective by exploring Steinbeck,s O/

Mice and Men. Afterward, in a seemingly unrelated lesson, students were introduced
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to the key ideas of Marx. As a result, students began to relate Marxist phrases such as

"oppression of the working class" and "class struggle" to their interpretations of

Steinbeck's novel. It was at this point that Appleman gave students the name of the

recently adopted approach to analyzing the text as Marxist literary theory.

In a similar fashion, Appleman introduced structuralism, feminism, and

Rosenblatt's reader-response theory. In discussing "novelness as dialogue," Holquist

(1990) asserts that literary texts do more than reflect changes in development but also

serve to bring them about (p. 83). In Vygotskian terms, literature provides a dialogic

space for exploiting the zone of proximal development. Responding to literature,

therefore, can be "a potent means by which consciousness transmits itself in the form

of coherent and durable patterns of culture" (Holquist, T990, p. g3). In order to

enable students to bridge the gap between consciousnesses, Appleman and the teacher

in the study offered the students their "surplus of seeing"-¿ set of multiple

perspectives not immediately within their repertoire-so that the students could break

through the "structural assumptions" imposed by their particular interpretative

community.

Appleman (1990) noted a number of benefits of introducing students to

multiple perspectives in analyzing literary text. First, students recognized that the

plurality of theoretical perspectives was representative of different interpretive

communities, each with its particular operating ideology. Moreover, this knowledge

enabled them to examine their own membership in interpretive conrnunities.

Second, the project created a more constructive and transactive environment in which
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students approached texts with increased curiosity and reported enjoying reading

more (p. 169). And finally, making students aware of the multiple perspectives

inherent to the field of literary theory contributed to their metacognition. Students

were aware of how their reading changed as a result of applying these theoretical

constructs to their own unique interpretation of the literary text (p. 167).

Recalling my personal experience with Silverstein's The Givirtg Tree, we

must acknowledge that it will take students and many teachers some practice before

they can weigh and assess the potential of applying a number of critical perspectives

to reading the same text. Appleman's approach of teaching critical perspectives to

students is not unproblematic. Barthes once commented, "Literature is what gets

taught," a warning that the perspectives presented in class are likely to be the ones

adopted by our students and therefore they teach as much about what doesn't seem to

merit instruction as what does. Breaking through the hegemony of the status quo

means challenging what counts.

C o n clu s io n : T ow ard an I nt e rt e xtual C urric ulum

The dialogic spaces created by the literary text can invite the intertextual

transposition of the reader in ways that fulfill the actualizing goals of transactional

reading and at the same time, can provoke an awareness of the social functions of

literacy. Within the context of a dialogic curriculum, literature compels students and

teachers to explore the "internal speech diversity of a literary dialect and ofits

surrounding extraliterary environment" (Bakhtin, i981, pp. 368-369). The literary
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text becomes a catalyst for engaging in critical forms of self-consciousness. A

Bakhtinian perspective on reader response that respects the "living tripartite unity"

(Bakhtin, 1986, p. 122) through which meaning is constructed intersubjectively opens

up literary transactions to the possibility of viewing existence in terms of self/other

relations.

The ethics of answerability associated with assuming a dialogic perspective on

reader response establishes reading as a social and politic al act. In rejecting a built-in

telos, dialogism advocates for the conscious working toward literary understanding.

In the conversation between reader and author, interlocutors are charged with the

responsibility of ensuring that the text remains "suspended in the ongoing process of

collaborative judgment" (Clark, 1990, p. 30). While schools and classrooms are

clearly subjected to the authority of the third voice, fostering a dialogic pedagogy

through Socratic dialogue can work to ensure that structural assumptions and

normative ways of seeing are constantly challenged.

Literature plays a crucial role in the constant struggle between the authority of

closed or monologic systems and the heterogeneous life of the dialogic utterance.

Bakhtin (1981) explains that individual dialects, upon entering literature, lose the

quality of closed socio-linguistic systems, becoming an intertextual "dialogue of

languages" (p.29$. In the polyvocalic cacophony of the dialogic spaces afforded by

the literary text, readers are invited to listen for the marginalized voices of others.

By creating dialogic spaces through literary transactions promoting aesthetic

perception and the application of critical literacy practices, literature becomes a form
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of prnxis for student and teacher alike-a means of reflecting upon and acting on the

world. Seeing the phenomenology and ethics of reading as one, as Bakhtin did,

requires an acknowledgement that morality is not an abstract ideology imposed from

above as a manifestation of the authoritative "third voice" but rather, moral values

evolve through the active participation of the individual interacting among others.

Developing an understanding of the rhetorical and ethical dimensions of

reading and writing suggests a language arts program rich with opportunities for

students to engage in literacy activities with a social destination. Furthermore, both

teachers and students must feel empowered to take social action in response to a new

critical awareness. In recent yeârs, the word "empowerment" has undergone social

criticism as we come to realize that empowerment often comes at the expense of

disenfranchising others. Recalling Bakhtin's and Foucault's thoughts on the

indissociable nature of power and freedom, dialogism can be seen as a means of

contesting and readjusting the asymmetry of power in a quest for more democratic

modes of discourse. Social action may take the form of dialogic collaboration to see

that the text remains suspended between "asserlion and acceptance" (Clark, 1990, p.

30) or the opportunity to question and delve deeper into critical issues evinced by the

text. The experience may lead to individual or collective action within the immediate

community or society at large. If students are to enter the conversation, they will

require a sense of audience awareness in formulating their responses to text, even

when responses are directed toward their own inner addressee.
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Bakhtin's and Vygotsky's thoughts on the dialogic consciousness implies that

if students are to "grow into the intellectual life of those around them" (Vygotsky,

1978,p.89) they will require frequent opportunities to open themselves up to the

voices of others through intersubjective and intertextual encounters. A dialogic

imagination that actively responds to the literary text demands an intenextual

curriculum that exploits Vygotsky's in potentia. It seeks to incorporate Eisner's

(2002) flexible aims, the phenomenological synthesis of Greene's (1995) wide

awakeness, and the liberatory possibilities of a critical consciousness and aesthetic

awareness. Such a curriculum transcends the limitations imposed by "articul¿tie¡"-

the definable path of standards and outcomes of cofiunon curricular frameworks. It

works to refute the constraints implicitly or explicitly imposed by the homogenizing

stasis of the authoritative or "third voice" and promotes instead, the multiplicity,

change, and diversity of the dialogic sphere to incite intellectual passion through the

indeterminate sense of becoming.
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Epilogue

In Speech Genres and Other Late Essays, Bakhtin (1936) writes, "All diverse

areas of human activity involve the use of language" (p. 60), inciting educators to

contemplate the broader, more philosophical implications of a dialogic pedagogy

beyond literary exploration. Bakhtin's social theory of utterance implies that reading

and writing, like existence itself, are meaningful only within the shared event of the

dialogic exchange. In a curious intertextual tie, I conclude this thesis in the same

manner I ended my first graduate paper by citing from African-American poet

Langston Hughes' (195911973) "Theme for English B" as an invitation to join in the

collaborati ve exchan ge-the unfinalizable B akhtinian dialogue.

So will my page be colored that I write?

Being me, it will not be white.

But it will be

apart of you, instructor.

You are white-

yet a part of me, as I am a part of you.

That's American.

Sometimes perhaps you don't want to be a part of me.

Nor do I often want to be a part of you.

But we are, that's true!
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As I learn from you,

I guess you learn from me-

Although you're older-and white-

And somewhat more free.

This is my page for English B.
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